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|HE new mammoth Consolidated Coach Corporation garage recently
' completed and put in operation at Lexington, Ky., is the most mod^
ern bus garage in the South, covering 40,880 square feet of floor
space, completely equipped with all facilities for the efficient servic
ing of their coaches.
A rigid routine is maintained in order to keep each coach mechanically per
fect. The first step is a thorough inspection of the coach, inside and out,
with careful attention to the condition of the seats, interior, light and up
holstery, body, springs, motor, drive mechanism, wheels and tires. A re
sume of this examination is embodied in a report to the Service Department.
Next, any mechanical defects are repaired, the brakes are adjusted, the bat
teries tested and the tires checked. Each bus is then greased, washed, oiled
and gassed. This is followed by a careful inspection by the road tester who
takes the bus out for a short run, noting any possible defects, particularly in
those parts of themechanism that were mentioned as faultyin the Service Re
port. Finally, the coach is polished and groomed—ready toreturnto the road.
Consistant with their policy. Consolidated drivers
are carefully trained in the principles of efficiency
and courtesy. Meticulously dressed in the neat,
attractive uniforms prescribed by the Company,
they discharge their duties with precision, skill
and safety.
The Conxolidated Lines is one of the largest, mo^f
reliable inter'city motor coachsystems in the United
States, olxrating in excess of ii milHcnt bits miles
each year, over about yooo miles of route throughout
KentucJ{y, Tennessee and Alabama, and into In
diana, Ohio, Virginia, West Virginia and Georgia
ti'ith coni'cnienf connecftf)ns u'ifli reliuble carriers
to all trrincipal points of the Uyiited States.
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OLD FORT HARROD
The cradle of the Old Northwest"
HARRODSBURG
"The Historic Center of Kentucky"
SEE
Old Fort Harrod
Quaint Shakertown High Bridge
Herrington Lake
Dix Dam Pioneer Cemetery
Lincoln Marriage Cabin
MAJOB ATTBAOTIONS
At Harrodsburg are found seven of the major attrac
tions of the state. Among them to take promioenee
is "Old Fort Harrod," a museum of pioneer life. It
is open every day in the year except Christmas day.
Thousands pass through the heavy stockade gate.
Such is the strong human interest in this museum of
pioneer life that one wishes to stand in the cabins
and hear the lectures and think on what the life of
the forters must have been—the fortitude, the in
genuity and patience. From 1774 to 1792 it was the
refuge of the pioneer settlers, today, The Place of
Interest for Thousands.
If Yon Are Ever So Lucky, As to be In Eentncky
COME TO HARRODSBURG
Side trips to Lexington, Danville, Lawrenceburg,
Frankfort, Bardstown and the famous Blue Grass
section.
Dix Dam, Harrodsburg, Ky. Largest rock-
filled dam in the world.
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More Have $5,000 in
OUISVILLE..."
HIS report by the Kimberly-Clark
Corporation appears in the August is
sue of Printers' Ink :
"A larger percentage of the citizens of
Louisville are worth more than $5,000
than those of any other city in the
country. Incomes are stable, too.
Kentucky Progtess Magazine
Wealth and income are based on di
versified activities—grain, livestock,
tobacco, and manufacturing in sixteen
major groups, of which seven employ
more than 5,000 men each. Trans
portation is easy—by river, railways,
interurbans and rapidly expanding
good roads. Louisville is a growing
market."
It M^ill Pay You to Buy
or Build in Louisville!
CITY OF LOUISVILLE.
William B, Harrison^ Mayor.
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LEXINGTON, KY.
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400 ROOMS
Heart of the Blue Grass
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Ail material published in Kentucky Progress Magazine,
except copyrighted articles, may be republisbed, if
proper credit is given. We do not buy articles.
"Onward!"IN AN old musty attic among other periodicals of other
days whose very names are forgotten by this genera
tion, one comes upon a "magazine," the "leader," in
which is headed "Onward," and begins somewhat as
follows:
"Onward! Onward! is the language of creation. The
stars whisper it in their courses, and the mountains lift up
their hoary heads and whisper to the clouds, 'Onward',"
etc.
And so, with this day and time! There is no such
thing as standing still. Greater than ever before in the
history of the world seems the impulse to move, to travel.
Distance and time in their attemipt to eliminate each other,
even in Bible days, measured themselves by each other;
when what was known as "a day's journey" meant what
it could not mean now. Travel and transportation have
come to constitute the two greatest activities in the world
and if everj-thing in nature does still cry "onward," then,
wherever we are bound, riie method by which we are
borne on, is of nearly as much importance and interest as
is our bourne itself.
And, therefore, transportation, in the broadest sense of
its meaning, whether it be by water-way, railway, highway,
or along the uncharted lanes of the skies, is of such
present-day interest that it, instead of touring and in
dustry, is somewhat "majored" in this particular issue of
Kentucky Progress Magazine.
Nurture Your Local IndustriesCOMMUNITIES, in the modern scramble for new
industries, sometimes neglect or fail to properly
appreciate the value and the possibilities of in
dustries that they have.
The universal cry is for "new industries," disregarding
the fact that the expansion of a local existing industry
really means a new industry, through its investment in
additional property and machinery, its enlarged shipping
and other facilities, its extra number of employes and its
increased pay-roll.
Established industries have been lost to communities
oiten because proper interest in their growth and pros
perity was not taken—not necessarily a monetary interest
—at a time when a word of encourag«nent or an inquiry
as to their success may have prevented their removal.
An instance of this came to our attention a few months
ago. A manufacturer who had come to a Kentucky city
at the earnest solicitation of the local chamber of com
merce stated confidentially that he was seeking another
Pate Eight
city for the location of his j^ant, because in more than two
years since he came to the Kentucky city only three
citizens had paid him a visit and shown an interest in his
contribution to that^city's industrial life. He asked for
no money and his industry was successful.
An industry in another Kentucky city was forced to
move because of suits brought for pollution of a stream.
Here was an opportunity for the chamber of commerce
to make a thorough investigation to find a preventive of
the trouble that was about to lose their city a good industry.
If they had made a scientific investigation, they would
have discovered that manufacturing methods had been de
vised to convert into salable by-products the refuse with
which the industry was polluting the stream, and the
manufacturer probably could have been induced to install
additional machinery, make more products and more
money and to have kept the industry where it was. It
was the leading and practically only industry of that city.
Established industries sometimes feel offended—and
rightly so—at efforts to get outside manufacturers to come
in with offers of free land, free buildings, and other
bonuses. They are not apt to object to tax exemption for
a few years, as this offer to new industry has become
general, but it is hardly fair to bestow gifts upon the
strangers and ignore the home industries.
Business men's luncheon clubs—and every city has
them—could well afford to pay an annual visit to their
local industries, offer their co-operation in local com
munity problems, inquire if they can help to make these
industries more prosperous and nurture them in every way
possible. , Any manufacturer, feeling that the community
is back of him, will expand his business if possible, under
ordinary conditions. As stated at the outset, expansion
is equal to another industry and the community gains.
And. after all, it is much simpler and much less expensive
to all concerned to help local industries to expand than it
is to endeavor to bring in or create new industries.
Railroads Show Faith in FutureCLASS 1railroads of the United States made a
capital expenditure of $468,305,000 for new equip
ment, additions and betterments to railway property
during the first six months of 1930, according to a report
submitted to the Advisory Committee of the Association
of Railway Executives, by R. H. Aishton, chairman of
the executive committee of the Association. These figures
show an increase of $118,000,000 as compared with ex
penditures for the corresponding period of 1929. and this
in face of the fact that railway traflSc so far in 1930 has
been less than in any corresponding period since 1924 and
earnings have been greatly reduced, the rate of return be
ing 3.61 per cent on property investment compared with
5.52 per cent for the first six months last year. Of total
expenditures this year, $187,486,000 was expended for
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new equipment and $280,819,000 for roadway and struc
tures.
In the first six months of this year, the railroads in
stalled 49,208 freight train cars, an increase of 16,414 cars
compared with the corresponding period in 1929, while
passenger cars placed in service totaled 1,009, a decrease
of 551 as compared with the first half of 1929. Loco
motives installed numbered 411 as compared with 319 for
the first six months of last year. On July 1, 1930, the
railroads had 24,649 freight cars on order, compared with
39,638 on order July 1, 1929, while passenger cars on
order July 1 of this year numbered. 587 as compared with
740 on order July 1, 1929, and new locomotives on order
amounted to 364 compared with 386 in 1929. Capital
expenditures for locomotives in the first six monliis of
1930 amounted to $49,251,000; for freight cars, $116,012,-
000, and for passenger cars, $21,663,000. For additional
main track, yards and sidings, capital expenditures
amounted to $52,634,000; heavier rail, $28,933,000;
shops and engine houses and tools, $15,8^,000; station
facilities and office buildings, $47,641,000; bridges, trestles
and culverts, $28,975,000; additional ballast, $6,151,000;
signals, interlockers, telephone and telegraph lines, train
control, etc., $20,023,000, and for all other improvements,
$80,574,000.
"Waterways Valuable to Kentucky," Says ForbesWITH more miles of navigable streams than any
State in the Union, Kentucky may be expected to
acquire a lion's share of the commerce and in
dustry that will result from the great waterway develop
ment, costing millions of dollars, now under way in the
9,000 mile Mississippi system.
The Louisville Board of Trade Magazine recently
quoted the following article by B. C. Forbes nationally
recognized business authority, which Mr. Forbes published
in a syndicated newspaper article after visiting Louisville
to address the convention of National Financial Adver
tisers :
Changes in I.ouisville
"Thirty-five distilleries used to flourish in and around
Louisville, sending their products all over the world.
Louisville had, too, the largest hogshead tobacco market
in the world, from which went shipments to many coun
tries.
"Yet distilleries have gone. The hogshead tobacco
market has all but gone.
"Yet Louisville employs more people, enjoys greater
prosperity, grows more rapidly than when its two main
activities flourished.
"How has it been done ?
"First, Louisville's location has helped. Raw materials
can be brought advantageously from the South, processed
and shipped to great Northern and Eastern markets, as
well as to the South. Louisville is actually nearer Canada
than it is Memphis. Six of the eight trunk railroads
serving it start, or end, at Louisville.
River Facilities Help
"Then, of increasing importance, it is on the Ohio
River, whose canalization from Pittsburgh to Cairo was
completed last year. The nine-foot stage created in the
Ohio River by the Federal Government makes possible
year-round water transportation from Louisville to the
Alleghenies on the south. The city also has access by
[Continued on page 40]
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The Value of a Progress Commission
Broadcast From Station WLW
By J. Robert Kelley
Fice-Ckairman Kentucky Progress Commission
Kentucky is putting romance into business—the
big business of Statewide development and adver
tising—and as Kentucky is noted for its generosity
as well as hospitality it is perfectly willing to acquaint
other States with its plans, its program and its progress,
that they may gain the value of any experience or experi
ment worth adopting by our neighboring States, from
Maine to California.
The latest methods of exploitation have been and are
being used. Therefore it is not surprising that one of the
first stunts, to use a slang word, was a trip by airmail
plane from Kentucky to the Pacific Coast and back, made
by one of the Progress Commissioners, who dropped Ken
tucky advertising material over the States of the Union
that comprise that great section known as the West. Inci
dentally, the said Progress Commissioner held a commis
sion as Air Ambassador and Envoy Extraordinary for
Kentucky to the United States, and was warmly greeted
by prominent officials at every stop of the airplane.
"California, Here We Come"
In California, he was not only warmly but boisterously
greeted with the challenge: "What! Kentucky has the
nerve to send an Ambassador to California to advertise
the favorable climate of Kentucky? Why, we have a
copyright on climate." The folder distributed by the
Kentucky Ambassador quoted, however, a statement made
by the U. S. Weather Bureau chief at Washington to the
effect that Kentucky had an enviable climate.
This incident is recited merely to emphasize the need
of Kentucky, and every State for that matter, to acquaint
other States with facts concerning their States that may
be unknown, misunderstood or even challenged. It was
from a survey of misunderstood impressions of Kentucky
that the program now being carried out by the Progress
Commission was devised. After making the survey, the
Progress Commission undertook to anticipate just such
incidents as the one I have described.
A. A. A. Visits Kentucky
Another incident: The American Automobile Associa
tion held its annual meeting in Cincinnati shortly after the
Progress Commission came into being. The association
very kindly gave Kentucky one day of its convention for
a tour of the Bluegrass Region to be conducted by the
Kentucky Progress Commission. A train was chartered,
busses and automobiles supplied, and 210 officials of live
motor clubs from Coast to Coast, and including Canada
to the Gulf of Mexico, were shown something of what
Kentucky has in the way of super-attractions accessible
by good highways.
The result was a great influx of visiting motorists into
Kentucky, directed to her great scenic and historic places
by these AAA touring bureau officials, who themselves
"came and saw." The sequel developed shortly after
wards when an official of one of the prominent clubs rep
resented on the tour wrote that he honestly, thought Ken
tucky was all "mud and mules" before the Progress Com
Page Tvehe
mission induced him to be their guest on the occasion
mentioned.
The Kentucky Progress Commission realized that,
no matter what other methods were employed to refute
the impression that their State was some sort of a com
bination of illiteracy, pobr roads, feuds and general back
wardness, there was one available medium that might be
a public denial of these things and at the same time raise
the status of the State in the public mind both at home
and elsewhere.
Progress Magazine Is Born
The true picture of Kentucky in word and picture,
must be presented to her own people and to the outside
world, it was decided, as Kentucl^ is a large State of
varied interests and too little contact. So the Commis
sion started a monthly publication, called the Kentucky
Progress Magazine, probably the finest State publication
in the nation. It is all-rotogravure, beautifully illustrated,
teeming with romantic, realistic articles of Kentucky's re
sources, her industry, her educational institutions, her
good roads, her agriculture, her history and her scenic at
tractiveness. This magazine you have probably seen. If
not, it is available each month at all leading AAA motor
clubs in the country.
At the same time the magazine was started, the Com
mission began a year's contract in the American Motorist,
tying in this publicity with the magazine, and excellent re
sults followed. The word "Progress" appearing in the
name of the Commission and the magazine brought an
interesting development that has just come to my atten
tion. A lady in Palm Beach, Fla., who had seen the
monthly issues of the magazine, noted for the first time
the "Progress" tag on a Kentucky car in Palm Beach, ajid
exclaimed: "Oh. there is the car that advertises the Pro
gress Magazine." When she later saw several others, she
began to think the Progress Magazine had an army of
automobiles advertising it throughout the nation.
Motion Picture Produced
A motion picture of Kentucky, comprising 18,000 feet,
so far, has been prepared by the Progress Commission.
Where it has been shown both within and without the
State it has been a distinct revelation. The demand for
its showing in future months is expected to exceed the
supply of prints available, but it will get around to you
eventually if you desire to have it shown in your city.
Any of these features of interesting publicity, and many
others, may be procured simply by writing to the Ken
tucky Progress Commission, State Capitol, Frankfort, Ky.
Now, as my time is short, I shall proceed to outline
to you what the Kentucky Progress Commission is, how
it was formed and how it operates for the benefit of Ken
tucky as a whole.
State-Wide Demand For Development
Kentuckians, witnessing the rapid strides other States
were making in getting industries, developing their re-
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sources, advertising their attractions and drawing tourists
to them, became concerned over the lack of such unified
effort in their own State. They held a meeting at Frank
fort, the capital, during the session of the 1928 Legisla
ture and conferred as to the best plans for boosting the
State in an intelligent and productive way. More than
1,000 representative men and women of the Common
wealth crowded the Legislative halls and participated in
the conference. A resolution was adopted by that body
to have the Governor appoint a committee of fifteen, rep
resenting State-wide business, to prepare a bill for sub
mission to the Legislature.
State Has Rare Historical Attraction
To make the story short, the bill was prepared and
submitted. The Legislature passed it and a new agency
for the development of all-Kentucky came into being—the
Kentucky Progress Commission. The bill was a unique
piece of legislation in itself. The preamble cited the need
for industrial development, with all of the vast resources
lying idle in Kentucl^; for agricultural development, with
a fertility of soil well-known throughout the world but
not sufficiently capitalized; and for the induction of tour
ists, with such attractions as Mammoth Cave, Lincoln's
Birthplace, Jefferson Davis's birthplace, the homes of
Henp' Clay, the great stateman, and Mary Todd, wife of
President Lincoln; the old Fort Harrod, Natural Bridge,
historic Columbus, Ky., thoroughbred farms and Man o'
War himself, Cumberland Gap, Cumberland Falls, the
Old Kentucky Home where Stephen Collins Foster wrote
the imimortal song, Boonesboro, Blue Licks etc., etc.
Commission and Appropriation Created
So. after citing these needs for exploitation, the bill
authorized the Governor to select twelve men, irrespective
of political affiliations, who must have a record of out-
Standing community achievement and who were to serve
without pay or expense to the State of any kind, to com
pose the Kentucky Progress Commission, and the Legis
lature appropriated $50,000 a year for two years to carry
out the purposes of the act. Office salaries and overhead
were excluded from the appropriation.
Recognizing the fact that 50,000 would not finance
the big undertaking, the Legislature authorized the Com
mission to organize a Kentucky Progress Association, to
be composed of corporations, firms, individuals, etc., in
terested in the development of Kentucky, and through
memberships in the Association, to raise the necessary
funds to finance the overhead of the Commission and to
supplement the funds appropriated.
Association Is State Chamber of Commerce
The Commission is now engaged in organizing the
Kentucky Progress Association, which when perfected
will be practically a State Chamber of Commerce, as was
evidently intended by the Legislature, for the continuation
of the development work launched by the commission and
already planned over a necessary period of years.
There are many State Cham^rs of Commerce doing
wonderful work for their respective states, but there is
probably no State Chamber of Commerce organized and
Operating under the same arrangement as the Kentucky
Progress Association. The official aid given by the State
to its Progress Commission to organize and enlist the help
of a State-wide voluntary association, offered an oppor
tunity for the appointment of men whose time could not
be lK)ught, men whose experience in the business world
equipped them specially for the job they were undertaking,
men who had no political identity so far as the work of
the Progress Commission was concerned and men who
had the high regard of their own section of the State and
were known of the entire State through a record of years
of unselfish effort and expenditure of private funds to
advance their State and it interests.
Plan of Organization
It may be of interest to you to know exactly how the
Progress Commission through the Progress Association
proposes to develop and carry out its program. Trained
staff executives will keep the Commission, acting as a
board of directors for the association, informed on the re
sult of research and opportunities for cooperative work
with existing State and civic bodies where programs are
under way and for initiating plans where no organized
development work is being done.
Industrial Work
There will be industrial committees, aided by the staff
mentioned, to make surveys, conduct research work, ad
vertise the new and undeveloped resources found and to
make contact with prospective industry that may be
brought into Kentucky. At the same time, aid will be
furnished in the development of transportation, power,
labor and everything that is essential to a program of in
dustrialization.
Agricultural Development
There will be committees on agriculture. Kentucky is
already noted for her purebred stock. She is rapidly
growing as a fruit center. She leads the world in the
production of burley tobacco, but Kentucky has land
aplenty where incoming farmers may find prosperity, a
desirable climate and splendid living conditions awaiting
them. Colonization plans, in conjunction with the Ken
tucky Real Estate Association, to be preceded by the
establishment of an agency to list and promote the sale
of desirable farms, already have been discussed at several
joint conferences.
Publicity Plans
There will be committees on publicity, to continue the
development of the Kentucky Progress Magazine, exhibit
the motion picture "Kentucky," prepare a national pro
gram of advertising through other media and co-operate
with all other Kentucky organizations in a nation-wide
publicity campaign. The Commission already has col
lected 8,000 photos State-wide of Kentucky that are now
being used to feature the unusual variety of attractions
in the State.
Local Chambers of Commerce
There will be committees to co-operate with local Com
mercial Organizations. This work will be devoted to
aiding local chambers of commerce, which are obviously
the backbone of any State-wide movement. The Progress
Association will relay inquiries to the local chambers of
commerce as to raw materials being sought by outside
manufacturers; also, leads on prospective industries, so
that the local chamber of commerce may furnish a detailed
brief of its advantages and open negotiations for the in
dustry. Aid in maintaining the local chamber, through
[Continued on page 43]
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A Century of Railroad Progress
Replica of the "Daniel Boone", first steam locomotive on the "first railroad in the West" built from Lexington to Frankfort, 1833.
One of the locomotives now used on the same railroad.
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Transportation In Kentucky
Biggest Activity in Business and Industry of a State That Leads in Many lines
WHEN the broad term Transportation is used, many
people think first of railroad travel and traffic.
And while "Transportation in Kentucky," the sub
ject of this paper, refers to highways, motor vehicles,
river transportation, and aviation, as well as to railways,
the statistics as to the latter, perhaps, properly come first.
Some of the figures given herein, while brought down
to date will have been seen by some readers in parts of
the comprehensive biennial report made by the Kentucky
Progress Commission to the General Assembly of 1930.
Railroads
The total railroad trackage, within Kentucky, is 4,062
miles. It is made up for the most part of portions of
several of the most widely known systems in the United
States or the world—the Louisville & Nashville Railroad,
Southern Railway System, Illinois Central Railroad,
Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, New York Central Railroad,
Pennsylvania Railroad, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad; Chi
cago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway, Nashville, Chat
tanooga & St. Louis, Mobile & Ohio Railroad, Tennessee
Central Railroad and Norfolk & Western Railway.
As in many other lines, there are several instances con
nected with the railroad industry, wherein Kentucky leads
all the rest of the Nation. The lines mentioned above
handled in Kentucky in one year (1927) the greatest
tonnage, per railroad mile, handled in any section reported
to the Interstate Comi-nerce Commission that year, or a
total of 4,426,481 tons, per railroad mile.
Kentucky, compared with sections east of the Missis
sippi, per mile of railroad, ranked first in livestock pro
duction, first in mineral production, first in poultry pro
duction, first in total production per mile of railroad, third
in fruit and vegetable production, fourth in hay. grain
and seed, fifth in lumber production and sixth in manu
facturing.
Railroads that do business in Kentucky are not of the
timid kind. When hard times come they put on more
steam, go into high gear and forge full speed ahead.
Elsewhere in this issue will be found where one great
compajiy is this year spending 48 million dollars for new
modern equipment; and another six million dollars, on
one short stretch of costly construction, in order to con
nect Kentucky coal fields with a South-eastern sea-port.
Also there is elsewhere told in detail how the railroads
of the whole United States have, in spite of the cry of
hard times, spent during the first half of the current year
nearly a half billion dollars for new equipment, additions
and betterments of railroad property generally, a million
dollars more than for the same six months of last year.
The splendid patriotism, humanitarianism and good
common business sense, shown by the railroads of the
State and Nation in the way they have rushed to the
relief of drought stricken areas, have excited the praise of
the President, Governors and public men everywhere, and
will not be forgotten by thinking people in the years to
come.
Highways
Ten years ago when the State went into the business of
building highways, there were a little over 200 miles of
State maintained roads. The struggle was long and hard,
and five years later the total of State maintained highways
had reached a little over 1,900 miles, which, however, in
the two years following, were nearly doubled, while in the
next two years, ending with January 1, 1930, nearly 2,000
miles were added, making the total, on the date mentioned,
4,400 miles.
The arithmetical ratio with which the new roads were
constructed in later years, was equalled by a correspond-
ingly phenomenal increase in the amount of travel within
the State, particularly by motoring tourists, and by whom
the total gasoline tax for road building and maintenance
was increased in four years from five million to more
than eight million, annually. The increase in State-owned
motor vehicles has not been nearly as large proportion
ately, which fact justifies the belief that the greater gain
has been in the tourist travel—so richly beneficial and
desirable to the State, from various points of view.
The wonderful growth of the bus and truck transpor
tation that has come with the increase of better roads is
told in two of the special articles on transportation, in this
issue.
River Transportation
Still another special article to be found in this issue
deals interestingly and in more detail than can be gone into
here, with the waterways of the State. The world and
home folk are coming to know how greatly Kentucky
leads all the States in miles of navigable. State-owned
rivers—1.255 miles, including parts of the Mississippi.
Ohio, Kentucky, Cumberland, Tennessee, Green, Barren,
Rough Tradewater and Big Sandy, all in the 9,000 mile
Mississippi System, and to be the greatest link of any
waterway system if the Portsmouth to Lakes Canal be
comes a reality.
The growth and importance of river transportation was
emphasized by President Hoover in an address broadcast
from Louisville on the occasion of the celebration of the
completion of the Ohio River canalization project, in
which he said : "As the improvement of the Ohio and its
tributaries has marched section by section during this past
twelve years, the traffic has grown from 25,000,000 tons
to over 50,000,000 tons annually." Another national
authority later said. "The Ohio River is the third most
important link to industrial progress in the world—
Panama Canal is first and Suez Canal is second."
Aviation
Kentucky is pressing forward, using every effort to
bring Kentucky aviation enterprise and activity up to the
development shown by states more active in this regard
than she has been.
Kentucky has adopted the U. S. Department of Com
merce regulations covering pilots, planes, etc., and has
created the Kentucky Air Board to promote and regulate
aviation in the State. Kentucky already has the following
airfields, including emergency: Ashland, Beach Grove,
Booneville, Bowling Green, Calhoun, Carrollton, Corbin,
Cynthiana, Danville, Frankfort, Franklin. Fulton, Glas
gow, Greenville, Harlan, IJarrodsburg, Henderson, Hop-
[Continued on page 43]
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Utilizing the Ohio River
The Portland Canal at the Falls of the Ohio.
•Sfc-
Scene at Louisville wharf—steamboats loading, U. S. Life
Saving Station and new Municipal Bridge.
New River Terminal of Ohio River Terminal and Ware-
house Company at Louisville.
rs
River and rail on Louisville's water front.
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Our Navigable Inland ^^T^aterways
A nine thousand mile system, perhaps to be soon dotted vith amphibian plane
as veil as boat landings
By W. E, Morrow
Secretary Louisville Board of Trade
IF THE navigable inland waterways of the United
States are to play an increasingly important part in
the transportation system of the country, there are
few States that stand to profit more than Kentucky.
Along its Northern and Western borders, in the Ohio
and Mississippi Rivers, and bisecting its interior with
such important streams as the Tennessee, Cumberland,
Kentucky and Green Rivers, Kentucky has a network of
navigable rivers that are said to exceed in mileage those
of any other State in the Union.
Furthermore, Kentucky is a large source of slow-
moving and bulky freight such as coal, petroleum, grain
and gravel, which seems to make it the special field of
river transportation.
During the past year, the provision of an adequate all-
of-the-year-'round channel on the Ohio has been com
pleted, and with such a channel already provided on the
Lower Mississippi, Kentucky's border rivers, insofar as
channels go, are prepared for the traffic that it is hoped
will dfevelop.
The Government is going ahead with its pl^s to com
plete a 9,000-mile system of inland waterways and already
is considering plans for extension of lock-and-dam
systems on such interior waterways as the Tennessee,
Cumberland and Kentucky. Following the expenditure
of $120,000,000 in the Ohio River channel system, a
$75,000,000 expenditure is practically approved for the
Tennessee and similar outlays for the other rivers named
may be expected.
The part that these rivers will play in the future eco
nomic life of Kentucky and the other States which they
serve is going to depend tremendously upon their co-ordi
nation with other means of transportation especially rail
lines. Only by joint rates and through routes with the
railroads of the country can the millions of dollars which
the Government has expended and plans to expend for
the development of channels be justified. They will then
offer transportation economies to communities not on
navigable waterways, which through Federal taxation
have helped to pay for these waterways.
The Congress of the United States and the President
of the United States have recognized this. The negotia
tion of joint river and rail rates has been made obligatory,
and where rail and water carriers fail to agree on a divi
sion of the revenue from the haul, the Interstate Com
merce Commission has stepped in to compel an
agreement.
Plainly a stiff fight is formulating. Generally speaking,
although there are exceptions, the rail carriers are openly
attacking the Government system of subsidizing water
ways and in one instance, a water carrier, namely, the
Federal barge line. They feel, as large taxpayers that it
is especially unfair to them to have to pay a part of the
tax cost of financing competitive means of transporta
tion. Furthermore, they do not view with enthusiasm
the delivery of freight to a water carrier, where they
might themselves be able to take care of a larger part or
all of the haul by rail.
Although private and municipal rail and water termi
nals have been or are being completed in such cities as
Louisville, Cincinnati. Pittsburgh, Memphis, Cairo, St.
[Continued on page 44]
Louisville's river front.
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Some Kentucky Air Port Operations
•4. j-it;
Commercial plane at Lexington airport
Hangars and offices, Bowman
Air Field, Louisville.
(Photo by BoumaH-Ptrk Aero Co.)
Right: Airport at Hopkins-
ville.
Below: Airport at Paducah.
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Temporary landing held at Frankfort.
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Aviation's Part In Kentucky Industry and
Commerce
By A. H. Bowman
Membtr Kentucky Air Board
IT IS surprising how few of us realize what an im
portant part aviation is playing in the development
of the commerce of our state. Throughout history,
man's commerce has grown as a direct result of his ability
to master problems of transportation.
In the days when oxen or other slow-moving animals
furnished our only locomotive power, the movement of
goods or persons was necessarily restricted to a very small
radius. With the advent of railroads, and automobiles,
distances between producers and consumers were ma
terially shortened. Then, came the war, and with it came
a phenomenal growth of aviation as an arm of offense and
defense, and the realization on the part of the public, that
aerial transportation was with us to stay. We reasoned
that if planes could successfully carry large loads of
bombs, over great distances at high speed, that the same
could be done with loads of mail, express or passengers.
The airplane manufacturers soon realized that the future
of aviation lay in safe, swift, and sensible transportation,
instead of in hair-raising stunts, and breath-taking ma
neuvers, intended to thrill holiday crowds and to brand
pilots as "supermen" and "brave daredevils." They backed
their opinion with real money, started building planes
and proving to the country that they could not only earn
their own way, but could also show a profit.
Then, realizing that aviation had reached the point
where it was a real part of our national transportation
system, the Deoartment of Commerce of our Federal
(^vemment took over control of all commercial flying,
and set down certain rules and regulations relative to
planes, pilots, and airports, the object of which regulations
was to promote aviation by making it safe.
Air-mail lines were extended and civil airways estab
lished, but without adequate airports or landing fields the
industry was greatly hampered.
In this respect. Kentucky was far ahead of most of the
other states because of the fact that we had Bowman
Field at Louisville, which was at that time, and is still
considered the second finest landing field in the entire
United States. Kentuckians are justly proud of Bowman
Field, and come by thousands to enjoy its facilities.
At the last session of the Kentucky Legislature, the
Kentucky State Air Board was created, for the purpose
of making flying safe and of promoting the establishment
of adequate airports all over our state.
Although it is still quite young, this board has done
excellent work along these lines, and I confidently predict,
that within the next three years, our entire state will be
dotted with suitable airports from one end to the other.
[Continued on page 44]
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Bowman Field, Louisville, Kentucky's largest airport.
(Photo by Bowmon-Park Aero Co-)
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Kentucky Enjoys Bus Travel DeLuxe
Attractive interior
of motor coach,
showing high-
b a c k, reclining
chairs, upholstered
in brocaded velour,
and interior lug-
gage c o m p a r t-
ments. !!!( H-ia
^ 18VBii mB I 1
II.
II
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Consolidated Coach Corporations garage at Lexington, Kentucky, completely equipped
in all facilities for the efficient servicing of their coaches.
il"l
Writing tables in
one of the luxuri
ous "pullmans" of
the highway.
a
Shady Rest** between Lexington and Louisville, one of the Interior view of "Shady Rest" between Lexington and Louis-
attractive, up-to-date rest stops arranged for the accommoda- ville, where sandwiches, drinks and meals are served at rea-
tion of motor coach travelers. sonable prices.
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Bus Network a Vital Part In Commercial and
Tourist Development of Kentucky
B
By A. D. Butler
Gtiural Passenger Jgeni, Consolidated Coach Corporation
ROAD acres of rich pasture-land, tinted with a deli
cate shade of blue; sleek, spirited thoroughbreds of
noble lineage; fine old Southern homes of stately,
charming beauty; broad ribbons of highway, bordered by
white fences and vine-clad rock walls—the "Bluegrass"
of "Ole Kaintuck."
Forests of rare timber, mineral kingdoms of untold
wealth, broad, deep rivers of navigable water, strong,
swift streams of power, scenery of unparalleled variety
and beauty—^the "Mountains" of "Ole Kaintuck."
It is not surprising that Kentucky history is filled with
stories of many fierce, desperate struggles for the posses
sion of its wealth of natural resources and unexcelled
beauty. It is not surprising that many sons of her soil
hold places of honor and esteem among men.
The natural beautyof "Ole Kaintuck" has beenenhanced
and glorified through the extensive development and im
provement of her resources. One of the biggest, most
essential factors in the progress of the State has been the
wide-sweeping construction and improvement of roads.
Smooth, hard-surface highways now radiate from the
principal cities throughout the Bluegrass and Mountains,
opening up new trading areas, new sections of fertile
agricultural land, new industries, new towns and com
munities.
Coincident with the extension of Kentucky's highways
was the growth and development of the motor coach in
dustry, a service which has become valuable and indis
pensable to the Bluegrass State. At surprisingly low fares,
8
smart, luxurious coaches operate on frequent, punctual
schedules through interesting countrysides, villages and
towns never so accessible before. Although this is a com
paratively new mode of travel, Kentucky is one of the
leaders in this field and can boast a service equal to and in
many respects superior to any in the United States.
One of the greatest benefits of the motor coach industry
is the service rendered in bringing thousands of tourists
and vacationists to our State every year, materially in
creasing trade and revenue. It is estimated that the annual
"tour business" in the United States amounts to approxi
mately $3,500,000,000. Kentucky is entitled to her share
of this and is receiving a greater percentage each year.
The lines throughout this State are a part of the great
network of transcontinental routes which serve all princi
pal points in the United States. The courtesy, con
venience and color of motor coach travel along the main
highways in intimate contact with Kentucky's ever-chang
ing panorama of marvelous scenic beauty and renowned
historic shrines make this a delightful mode of transporta
tion .for sight-seers. Stop-overs are allowed at all the
larger cities and at intermediate points upon request.
Another benefit of the motor coach industry is the
service rendered the smaller communities. It is no longer
necessary for families to move to congested, over-crowded
city districts in order to send their children to school or
take advantage of more abundant opportunities for em
ployment. Many hundreds go to the cities each day from
[Continued on page 45]
One of ^e large comfortable motor coaches of the C. C. C. Lines equipped with every travel convwiience.
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Kentucky Coal to Reach Sea Port
L €f'N.Railroad is Building $5,300,000 Connection With C. C. ^O. Ry., Bet-ween Chevrolet, Ky.
and Hagans, Va.. Opening Route From Northvest to Southeastern Atlantic
Portal of the 6,215 foot Hagans
Tunnel in the early part of 1929.
The line of the Cumberland Division
of the L. & N. Railroad passes 102
feet above the tunnel.
A three-way crossing on the L. & N. RaU-
road's new line between Chevrolet, Ky., and
Hagans, -^^a. Hardy Creek passes through
the lower level, the highway is in the middle
and the railroad runs ^ong the top.
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Left: Tunnel mucker
at work in one of the
tunnels. Picture taken
in 1929, during early
conBtmction.
South end of Cawood Tunnel.
Cawood, Ky.
South portal of Redwine Tunnel
Left; North portal of
Redwine Tunnel (Ken
tucky). A coal seam
may ^ seen in the pic-
ture, just above the
portal.
Excavation work through solid rock.
Picture taken in early part of 1929.
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Building A Railroad
A Glimpse at Some of the Difficulties Encountered and Overcome by the Construction Depart
ment as Told Over Station WLAP, Louisville. Ky.
By G. R. Smiley
Chief Engineff of Construction
{From L. N., Magazine)
IN 1826 there was not amile of railroad in America.
Today there are two hundred and sixty thousand miles
of main track in the United States, alone, which handle
annually one billion, three hundred million tons of freight
and give steady employment to one million seven hundred
thousand persons.
People often consider
these many niiles of rail
road as a matter of course,
but, occasionally, someone
asks—"What does a mile of
railroad cost?" Or, "What
is the process of building a
mile of railroad ready for
operation?" Both the cost
and the process vary
through wide ranges, de
pending on whether the line
extends through swamps,
across the water, over level
or gently rolling country,
or, in mountainous terri
tory. And, again, whether
the line is following the
trend of the streams or
striking across the general
drainage.
A few years ago the
volume of traffic handled
was comparatively small.
Labor saving devices were
few and far between.
Locomotives were small and
train loads were light. All
of our early railroads were
lightly built but their con
struction was a slow and
tedious proceeding. Every
thing was done by hand.
There were no such things
as compressed air and elec
trically driven machines, or
steam shovels. As a consequence, to avoid heavy work
where the country was rough, much curvature was used
and heavy grades installed, to permit a line to be con
structed around or over a bad obstruction.
The growth of our country and the consequent increase
in traffic over the railroads have rendered the operation of
many of these older lines as they were, an uneconomical
proposition. A large number of them have been revised
to eliminate curvature and reduce grades, so that speed and
iminterrupted operation could be maintained. Today a
mountain or a river can scarcely be considered an obstruc
tion.
When a new line of railroad is to be built between any
two points the engineers face one real problem only; that
is, to providethe cheapest line that can be built and main
tained. over which it is economically possible to carry the
probable traffic with proper safety and speed. With this
end in view the locating engineer will, for example, in our
mountainous section of Eastern Kentucky, spend a week
or two in the country to be
traversed with an aneroid
barometer (a little instru
ment three or four times
the size of a man's watch),
to indicate altitudes and en
able him to keep generally
close to the proper gradient.
He will gather information
in regard to the streams,
frequencies and elevations
of high water, general
topography of the country,
character of soils, and such.
By the time this reconnais
sance has been completed
he has definitely decided the
route that must be followed,
the maximum curvature
that must be used and the
controlling grades to be
provided. Locating parties
are then put to work. The
country through which the
route extends is thoroughly
mapped. After this is com
plete the center line is
projected on the map and
then carefully staked out on
the ground and estimates of
the probable cost prepared.
When this has been done
authority to construct the
line must be obtained from
the Interstate Commerce
Commission, which requires
maps, profiles and esti-
Virginia end of Hagans Tunnel during construction in 1929.
Material used in this construction and equipment had to be
dragged over the mountains. This tunnel is 6,215 feet long.
One end of it is in Kentucky, the other end in Virginia.
It passes through a mountain that extends nearly 1,300 feet
above the railroad and 2,706 feet above sea leveL
mates, prepared in detail, to be submitted, together with
a full statement of the i^pulation and industries of the
surrounding country, estimates of the prospective traffic
in products of farm, forest, mines, etc., and holds public
hearings to develop whether the public convenience and
necessity require, or, justify the construction.
As soon as the Commission has granted authority to
construct the line, the many persons through whose prop
erty the line extendsmust be interviewed and traded with
and an actual survey made of each piece of property to be
purchased. In many cases this requires much time.
Often, long drawn out court proceedings are required to
perfect title to property when the transaction is friendly.
I recall the purcha.se of a two-acre tract of very rocky
Pafe Tvtnl^-lhree
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Kentucky Has Largest Single Unit Yards
General view of C. ft O. Shop* at Russell, Ky.
I
Progressive tracks Nos. 1and 2 in main erecting shop, showing skip box usmI for transporting material in operation.
Chesapeake ft Ohio Terminal, Russell, Ky. Largest individual Railroad yard in U. S.
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hillside property, when, because no division of an estate
had been made for several generations, it was necessary
to secure sixty-three signatures to the deed from parties
living in seven states.
Aftgr all this detail of securing the necessary property
has been attended to and the line is ready for construc
tion, equipment must be taken to the work, materials and
provisions must be handled and the forces to be employed
must be provided with comfortable quarters before actual
work can be begun.
The Louisvile & Nashville Railroad Company is now
nearing the completion of a line from Qievrolet, Ken
tucky, to Hagans, Virginia, to open up a direct outlet for
the movement of coal from the Harlan County field to
the Southeastern States on the Atlantic Seaboard. This
line, thirteen and eighty-seven hundredths miles long, is
being built through very rough mountainous country at a
cost of $5,300,0c0. It involves the excavation of 1,900,-
000 cubic yards of material from open cuts (the equivalent
of digging a hole in the ground one hundred feet wide,
one hundred feet deep and one mile long) ; 190,000 cubic
yards of excavation is being done under the mountains for
tunnels and 73.000 cubic yards of concrete placed for
bridges and tunnels. Six thousand carloads of material
and equipment have been hauled an average of two hun
dred fifty miles for use on the work, and, at times, as
many as one thousand men were employed.
The one highway through this territory was little more
tlian a trail. It was practically impassable during six
months of the year and did not follow closely the line of
the proposed railroad. Four months' time was required
to get some of the heavy construction machinery on the
ground. Steam shovels moved in on caterpillar trucks.
Construction locomotives, cars, air compressors and boilers
were moved in on steel sleds pulled by thirty-ton caterpillar
tractors—at times using the beds of the streams as the
best available road. It was necessary, and required three
months' time, to contruct a wagon road four miles long
AjJ •'
over a mountain thirteen hundred feet high before it was
possible to begin construction at one point.
Martins Fork Branch of the Cumberland River is
crossed three times by this line within a distance of twenty-
eight hundred feet near the lower end of the work, three
miles farther up stream it is again crossed three times
within a distance of twenty-nine hundred feet.
Before work could be started on the upper three struc
tures a temporary railroad had to be buiJt to enable con
struction equipment and materials to be hauled to the. site
of the work. At another point in a narrow valley on the
Virginia side of the mountain it was necessary to have
room for a creek, a county road and four railroad tracks
where there was scarcely room for one of these. The re
sult was the building of a three-deck structure through
which the creek was carried at the lowest level, with the
county road over the creek and the railroad above the
coimty road. The 8,933 feet of tunnels on the line divided
into four tunnels, one of them 6,215 feet (one and one-fifth
miles) long, necessitated tunnel equipment at five different
points in order to carry on the work so that it could be
completed promptly and as a whole. The preparation of
the plans for these major structures, and for the many
smaller structures, involved an immense amount of detail
work in the office, to say nothing of tliat necessary in the
field to build the structures. The actual location of the
long tunnel line across the mountain, fourteen hundred
feet high, at a point where it could not be physically
crossed, involved an immense amount of accurate detail
work and careful calculations, since the construction work
proceeded from both sides toward the center of the moun
tain and also in both directions through a shaft, or well,
twelve feet wide, twenty-one feet long and one hundred,
sixty feet deep, sunk from the surface on the mountain
side to the tunnel floor. At the shaft, alignment was car
ried to the tuimel by means of two heavy plumb bobs sus
pended by piano wire from two points twelve feet apart
[Covtinucd on page 46]
A pleasing view along the line of the new connection of the L. & N. Railroad with the CUnchfield Railroad, between Chevro
let, Ky., and Hagans, Va.
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Kentucky Indiana Terminal
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Railroad Bridge—At Louisville
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ays cross a trunk waterway in entering Kentucky.
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Twenty-Five Years of Industrial Gro^vth in
Kentucky
Transportation Is Important Factor In Maintaining Healthy Industrial Development Today
A Radio Address Delivered June 24^ 1930^ Over the University ofKentucky Remote Control Studio of Station WHAS.
By James W. Martin
Director Bureau of Business R/search, University of Kentucky
ACTUAL manufacturing increased in Kentucky about
50 per cent between 1904 and 1927. No single
census measure would show precisely this result;
but a combination of several of them, recently developed
by the University of Kentucky Bureau of Business Re
search, shows an increase of exactly 51.7 per cent, or in
round figures, 50 per cent. This measure is a composite
of United States census figures of primary horsepower
used, number of wage earners employed, and value added
by manufacturing. The comparisons drawn throughout
this address are computed by the same method unless
otherwise indicated. Does this represent slow or rapid
progress in this important branch of economic develop
ment? To find a partial answer to this question is the
purpose of today's discussion.
Perhaps the best way of determining whether or not
this is a healthy rate of growth is by comparison with
neighboring states. If this be accepted, it is of interest
to find that the United States as a whole has increased
its manufacturing, whether measured by the number of
wage earners employed, the value of products manu
factured annually, the primary horsepower employed, or
our composite index, by more than one and one-half times
as much as Kentucky,
But it may be suggested, if Kentucky has fallen short
of the industrial development of the country as a whole,
it may well be that she has kept pace with her immediate
neighbors. Let us inquire into this question. First, what
of the situation in the states immediately to the north of
us? The total rate of increase in the value of manufac
tured products in Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, and Pennsylvania
is almost exactly twice as great as in Kentucky in spite
of the fact that each of these four states was highly
developed—for those days—in 1904. Generally the sit
uation is unchanged if the rate of growth be computed
in horsepower utilized, wages paid, number of workers
employed, or by the composite measure. Or, to put the
situation somewhat difTerently, the rate of manufacturing
development in the states just to the north of Kentucky
during the last quarter of a century has been even faster
than the rate attained by the country as a whole, and con
sequently very much greater than that achieved by Ken
tucky.
But it may be urged that Kentucky is more closely akin,
economically as well as politically, to the states to the east
and south, and so should be compared with them rather
than with those beyond the Ohio River. Suppose, then,
the rate of manufacturing development in Kentucky Ije
compared with the rate in Tennessee and the states to the
east of these two, that is, with Tennessee. West Virginia,
Virginia, and North Carolina. The result indicates that
in the last quarter of a century the four states, taken as a
unit, have enjoyed more than twice as rapid rate of man
ufacturing growth as has Kentucky.
It is unlikely that the critic will insist on the possibility
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of securing a fairer comparison with the states to the
west of this, that is, with Arkansas and Missouri; but it
will be interesting to know whether these two common
wealths outstripped Kentucky in rate of manufacturing
development. Various comparisons indicate that, even in
these states on our western border, manufacturing progress
has materially exceeded that achieved by Kentucky.
Are we to conclude, then, that the Commonwealth of
Kentucky is an industrial failure? Not yet. At least
two other lines of investigation should be pursued before
any such deduction is justified. The first of these is to
inquire whether during recent years the picture has been
the same in general character as that for the whole period ?
For example, has the manufacturing growth during the
period since 1919 (a year for which there are especially
good data) been no better, comparatively speaking, than
that for the quarter of a century about which we have
spoken ?
Comparison of the number of wage earners employed
in manufacturing, of the primary horsepower used, of the
value of manufactured products and of the composite of
factors previously referred to, leads to the conclusion that,
while this commonwealth introduced mechanical power
less rapidly than did the whole United States between 1919
and 1927, it increased manufacturing output more rapidly
than did the entire country, and it showed an increase in
wage earners in manufacturing while the country in gen
eral witnessed a decline.
But if, in the face of this showing, it should turn out
that Kentucky's immediate neighbors made an even more
rapid increase, the enthusiasm of the booster for manu
facturing development might tend to subside. A compari
son with the neighboring states already mentioned, Il
linois, Indiana, Pennsylvania, West Virginia, North Car
olina, Tennessee. Arkansas, and Missouri shows that,
while Kentucky enjoyed a distinctly satisfactory develop
ment, this group of states, as a whole, gained only very
slightly. Indeed a number of them manufactured less in
1927 than in 1919, though several showed remarkable
increases.
The second type of investigation which seems to l)e es
sential to arriving at a sound conclusion involves making a
distinction between the industrial and nonindustrial sections
of the state. It is to l)e observed that, in part of Kentucky,
no manufacturing has grown up or is likely to develop in
the near future. Perhaps inclusion of the entire state in
the comparison may distort the picture. At any rate, it
will be of interest to examine the situation in certain
counties along the Ohio River which include the bulk of
Kentucky's manufacturing.
It is impossible to get reliable figures on the counties
for the whole period under consideration, but some data
concerning certain cities can be secured for the years 1904
and 1925. It is true that these figures are inadequate in
that they doubly understate the development in the areas
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concerned. In the first place, the statistics include only
the manufacturing within the city limits, thus tending to
take in a larger proportion of the total in 1904 than in
1925 since industrial sections have grown more rapidly
than city limits have been extended. In the second place,
numerous cities of industrial importance are not included
in the census reports. Ashland, for example, is excluded
because it was so small in 1904 as not to be separately re
ported. Exclusion of such cases cuts out many cases of
the most rapid growth.
H owever, a study of the statistics for the six Ohio River
cities reported by the Census Bureau discloses that the
increase in number of wage earners employed in these
municipalities in manufacturing has been almost exactly
as the same rate as in the United States as a whole and
that the increase in value of manufactured products has
been at a rate about two-thirds that shown by the country
in general. The rate of growth shown by Louisville has
been still greater than that shown by the whole group of
Ohio River cities.
A much more satisfactory comparison can be made for
this section in 1919 and 1927, since in those years in
formation for 13 Ohio River counties is available. Thus,
for the period of eight years a comparison between this
area and others may be made in more general terms than
is possible when data is confined to cities. To begin with,
it is si^ificant to note that the thirteen counties along
the Ohio employ approximately 70 per cent of al! manu
facturing workers in the entire State. During the eight-
year period, while the United States as a whole has shown
a slight decline in number of wage earners these counties
have shown an increase of about 11 per cent. In general,
the industrial development of the manufacturing section
of Kentucky has been going on recently at a pace ap
proximately 40 per cent more rapidly than has that of the
entire State viewed as a unit.
From all the facts thus far presented, it may be con
cluded that: (1) The industrial progress of Kentucky
for the period beginning 1904 and ending 1927, though
aggregating a gain of 50 per cent, was distinctly less rapid
than that achieved by the United States as a whole or by
the states immediately adjacent to this Commonwealth;
(2) nevertheless, the growth of manufacturing in this
State has been distinctly more rapid since 1919 than it
has in the country in general or in the neighboring states,
in particular; and (3) the manufacturing area of Ken
tucky, centered primarily in a few counties along the Ohio
River, has shown good industrial progress throughout the
past quarter of a century, more especially during the last
ten years. So much, then, for the bare facts of the case.
It will be of interest to suggest possible explanation of
the facts already developed. Why the slow industrial
growth in Kentucky while other states were enjoying re
markable advances? Why the unusual advancement in
the period 1919-1927? Why the relatively rapid growth
along the Ohio accompanied by very slow development
elsewhere in the State ?
First of all, it should be said that the period 1904-1919
actually developed a lot of manufacturing not shown by
a comparison of the two years. One factor in this situa
tion was the result of the falling off of demand for the
type of textile products turned out by Kentucky im
mediately following the World War. If p)eople were to
wear more silks and woolens, which are produced largely
in New England they would necessarily wear fewer over
alls and cotton clothing generally, which come largely from
Kentucky factories. In the second place, whereas our
supply of native timber, on the basis of A^hich we had
built up a substantial industp', was practically exhausted
by 1919, the new woodworking factories, which have re
cently shown considerable vigor, had scarcely begun to
make headway by that time. This explanation is illus
trated by the fact that the number of persons engaged in
the general lumber manufacturing business declined sharp
ly between 1904 and 1919, while the number in furniture
manufacturing increased only slightly from 1904 to 1919
but prartically doubled between 1919 and 1927. But much
more significant than either of these explanations is the
fact that the census of 1919 failed to include what had
grown to be the greatest Kentucky manufacturing in
dustry, that dedicated to the production of distilled liquors.
Whiskey manufacturing practically doubled between 1904
and 1909 and enjoyed additional expansion between 1909
and 1914. Obviously, killing outright this largest manu
facturing industry of the State must reflect itself in the
census coming immediately following its demise.
In explanation of the failure of the State to show large
manufacturing gains between 1904 and 1927, then, it may
be suggested that two great industries, sawmilling and dis
tilling, had virtually ceased to be. The passing of these
two giants must inevitably be reflected in the total manu
facturing development, not only directly but indirectly
through related types of enterprise.
It is to be observed that these same factors help explain
the unusual development which has occurred since 1919.
If 1919 showed an abnormally small amount of industrial
activity, the recovery of the normal would tend to make
the subsequent growth look larger than it would have ap
peared under other circumstances.
A second factor tending to explain the rapid advance
after 1919 is the late maturity of Kentucky's transporta
tion system. This hasadvanced the manufacture especially
of food and forest products by linking consumers through
factories with agricultural and timber resources such as
milk, live stock, and certain types of timber, partly from a
distance, hitherto not processed in Kentucky. One espe
cially notable aspect of this consideration is the process of
making such raw products more readily available for the
factory by means of highway improvement. The railroads
have enhanced the development thus and also by locating
numerous important shops (classified as manufacturing
plants) in Kentucky. (Part of the tendency to center shop
work in this State may be the outgrowth of extraordinarily
favorable tax rates imposed on such business in Ken
tucky.)
A third consideration is the tendency to secure more
favorable freight rates on particular commodities and the
provision of special transportation services in recent years.
These had been developing prior to 1919 to some slight
extent of tourse, but they have recently had more emphasis
—esp^ially since the initiation of the special class-rates
investigation in southern territory by the Interstate Com
merce Commission.
One of the most interesting questions raised has to do
with the reason for the comparatively large manufacturing
growth along the Ohio River. Two possible explanations
may be suggested.
The first, and minor, reason for the situation may have
been the accident of an early start. Many of thfe industrial
centers alone the Ohio got some impetus from the fact that
they were located on this large stream in the early days of
[Continued on page 50]
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Charity Race A4.eet at Idle Hour
{Photos by Lafayette Studio)
, ^
The band lends color to
the occasion.
The back stretch of the
Bradley Farm oval.
Right: Between races
back of the boxes.
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Crowd lining the rail. Clyde Van Dusen winning the Orphanage Stakes at tiie
Charity Race Meet.
The colorful scenes shown above will be re-enacted November 17, when the
annual Charity Race Meet, conceived and sponsored by Col. E. R. Bradley,
is held at Idle Hour Farm, Lexington. Vice President Charles Curtis or Flo
Ziegfeld will present the cup this year to the winner of the $5,000 Orphanage
Stakes for two-year-olds.
Kentucky Progress Magazine
We Again Celebrate Armistice Day
Kentucky Did Her Share Toward Winning World War, As This Record Shovs
'{From an old Atsociaied Press Dispatch)
Kentucky furnished six major generals in the
United States Army in the world War.
Major General Henry T. Allen, Bath County, com
manded the 80th Division. He was Chief of the Army
of Occupation in Germany.
General Allen took over command when General
Pershing returned from over seas.
Major General Hugh L. Scott, a Danville native, was
Chief of Staff, the strategic leader of America's great
fighting machine.
Major General J. Franklin Bell, of Shelbyville, com
manded the 77th Division.
He died in 1919. Born in
Shelbyville in 1856, he be
came a West Point man,
commissioned major gen
eral in 1907, was Chief of
Staff from 1906 until 1910.
Major General William
L. S i b e r t. of Bowling
Green, was director of
America's chemical war
fare.
A son of Winchester,
Major General Frank Long
Winn. commanded the 89th
Division.
Major General Geo. W.
Duncan, of Lexington, com
manded the 82nd Division.
which saw severe fighting.
Kentucky furnished six
brigadier generals—Pres
ton Brown, of Louisville,
who commanded the Third
Division: Logan Feland. of
Hopkinsville. who com
manded the Fifth Marines:
Adrian S. Fleming, of
Louisville, who commanded
the 158th Field Artillery; Jolm T. Thompson, of New
port; Cyrus Radford, of Hopkinsville, in charge of
government factories, and W. O. Johnson, of Louisa.
Lawrence County.
Many Kentuckians received high honors, including
Sergeant Samuel Woodfill, who was designated by General
Pershing as the greatest outstanding hero of the World
War, and who received the Congressional medal of honor
for exceptional bravery; Sergeant Willie Sandlin, who held
the record for killing more Germans single-handed than
any other man in the American army, also awarded the
medal of honor.
Kentucky furnished the only county in the nation that
claims the record for not drafting a single man—Breathitt
County—and the first man killed in action on the front in
France after America went to war. Corporal James Bethel
Gresham, of Mcl^ean County, and the most wounded man.
Sergeant Samuel Joseph, of Hazard, formerly of Lex
ington, wounded 102 times.
The ranking naval officer from Kentucky was Rear
Admiral Hugh Rodman, of Frankfort, who was in com
mand of the American fleet when the German fleet sur
rendered in the North Sea.
Physically Perfect Men
Kentucky's fighting men led in war days as being among
the most perfect physically in the coimtry.
Out of every thousand men examined in Kentucky, 618
were physically perfect and 817 per thousand were suffici
ently near perfection to be accepted for military service.
The average for the entire nation was 532 perfect men
per thousand.
Kentucky sent about
100,000 men into the ser
vice. More than 2,500 of
these gave their lives. More
than 8,000 served in the
navy.
Besides the outstanding
heroes, 21 Kentuckians, in
cluding six major generals,
received the distinguished
service medal for ''Elxcep-
tional Meritorious and
Distinguished S e r v i c e."
The distinguished service
cross went to 103 Ken
tuckians, for "Extraordi
nary Heroism in Action."
Sergeant Willie Sandlin, of "Devil's Jump Branch, Hell
fer Sartin Creek, Leslie County," (the address in his ciu-
tion) and his friend, "Uncle John" Shell, of Leslie County,
who died at the alleged youthful age of 133 years.
Hitting the BuUs-
cye
(Corbin Times-Tribune)
'•^HE October number of
A the Kentucky Prog
ress Magazine is off the
press. It is different, in a
measure from the general
run of this excellent publi
cation. Content heretofore to point to Kentucky's glorious
])ast and to her great tourist attractions—both of which
are worthy of all the nice things that can be said about
them—the magazine departs from this trend of thought
and in the October number shows that the State is already
a great industrial center.
Too often we think of Kentucky as a State that has
lost in the race for industrial growth. The Progress
Magazine is doing worthwhile work in combating that idea.
Corbin people often say we have no industries here ex
cept the L. & N. Shops. True enough, the shops are our
biggest asset. Nobody would deny that. But what about
our brick plant, milk plant, tomato factory, ice cream
plants, ice factories, bottling plants, bakery, printing plants
—to mention several industries that convert raw material
into the finished products?
Kentucky is hitting the bull's eye in industrial expan
sion as well as in providing an all-year playground for
tourists. The Progress Magazine has done well to call at
tention to this fact.
Page Thirl^-ont
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A^otor Truck Operation In Kentucky
. '.'HHiiMk
Central Truck Depot, Louisville.
Live poultry motor carrier for long distance movement of choice Kentucky poultry.
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Motor Trucks In Kentucky Keeping Step
ith Commercial and Industrial Gro'wiih
By H. C. KELTING
{Secretary, Motor Truck Clubof Kentucky)
rr^ HE advance of motor truck transportation has been
Jl^ one of the most important factors in the development
of the State of Kentucky. The extension of high
type roads into all sections of the state provides an op
portunity to the farming sections for direct contact with
markets for their products without loss of time. Ken
tucky, being a rural state, is extensively dependent upon
its highway system for the prosperity of its farms. It
is a matter of record that the dairy industry is rapidly
becomingone of the leading activities in the State of Ken
tucky, this state having been selected as the one, if at all
possible, to replace the State of Wisconsin as the leading
cheese state of the Union. This is explained by the fact
that the demand of the City of Chicago for fresh milk
is rapidly taking away the raw material from the cheese
manufacturer in the Wisconsin district, and Kentucky
with its wonderful bluegrass areas will continue to fur
nish milk to cheese manufacturers unhampered by com
petition, because Kentucky at present has only one first
class city which, due to its location, is receiving a great
portion of its milk supply from Southern Indiana.
The marketing of Kentucky's tobacco is a gigantic task
which is efficiently and economically accomplished by the
use of motor trucks that have been especially equipped
to take care of tobacco in baskets or hogsheads.
The handling of livestock by motor truck in Kentucky
is considered an important step for the benefit of the
farmer, and one which has many advantages also for the
general public, for this reason. A farmer having a con
signment of livestock ready for the market will notify
his truck man, who will bring his truck direct to the bam
and after loading the livestock will truck it direct to the
stock yards. This saves him a great deal of money by
avoiding shrinkage, which has been heavy under older
methods of transportation. The people benefit by the move
ment of livestock by truck due to the fact that our high
ways are not cluttered up with large herds of livestock
being driven on foot to the nearest railroad station.
The raising of poultry has ever !)een one of Kentucky's
big industries. Kentucky turkeys are famed for their
quality and are marketed in tremendous quantities in the
holiday seasons during the fall of the year. For the last
fifteen years poultry raising in Kentucky has been done
on a scientific basis, the state producing a higher quality
of chickens than any other section of the country. How
ever. these high quality chickens are more sensitive in
long distance shipments and a great mortality rate and
heavy shrinkage is experienced unless special attention
is paid to the handling of such poultry in transit. Eastern
markets are heavy users of Kentucky poultry, and credit
is due to Kentucky for devising a means of transporting
this poultry to Pittsburgh and other Eastern markets in
prime condition.
The photograoh reproduced here is of a motor truck
which is capable of moving 10.000 pounds of poultry
without loss of time to the Eastern market. The feeding
in transit is accomplished by liquid food being pumped
into the feed troughs. A system of fresh air ventilation
has been installed to add to the comfort of the poultry
during the hot season, and large numbers of electric lights
have been provided to light up the equipment during the
night time, enabling the chickens to feed while the driver
is taking his meal. The cab is provided with a Pullman
berth, and two drivers are carried with this equipment.
Poultry so sent to Eastern markets receives the highest
possible prices, which, of course, is a benefit to Kentucky
poultry raisers. This means of transportation is new,
and it is anticipated that within a very short time large
numbers of these trucks will take Kentucky poultry to the
far east.
It is well to mention that Kentucky is indebted to the
motor truck for prolonging the life of the saw mill and
veneer mill industry in the state. A glance at the map of
Kentucky will show that there are several counties ;iot
served by a single foot of railroad, privately owned or
otherwise, and a number of other counties are very in
adequately served by common carrier rails. The raw
material for the saw mill and veneer mill remains in rel
ative abundance in the counties not served by rails. Noth
ing save the motor truck makes it possible to bring the
timl>er to consumption centers. In most instances the
motor truck is a benefactor to rail carriers in this opera
tion. Kentucky's principal saw and veneer mills are lo
cated in Louisville, Putney, Sterns, Royalton, Burnside,
and Paducah, Louisville and Paducah being far removed
from the tiniber supply. Therefore, the motor truck is
usually the means of bringing the timber 25 to 45 miles to
the nearest shipping point, turning it over to the rail car
rier there. Thus rail carriers in Kentucky are benefitted
with desirable tonnage which would not be available with
out the use of the motor truck.
Truck lines have l)een established connecting rural sec
tions. not served by any railroad, with the larger cities
and market centers, providing farms and industries with
regular and economical transportation for their commodi
ties. and enabling merchants in rural sections to carry in
stock a larger variety of merchandise, since daily supply
makes it possible for them to carry smaller quantities of
each article upon their shelves.
Modern truck freight receiving terminals have l)een
established in the larger cities of Kentucky, such as Louis
ville, Lexington, Ashland, Paducah, and so forth, which
are serving as terminals for regularly operated truck
lines. These terminals have been established to protect
shippers and provide them with reliable, regular, and
economical truck service to the store door of their cus
tomers in rural sections of Kentucky. The Central Truck
Depot is a modern depot serving truck lines covering
500 and more cities in Kentucky regularly and enabling
merchants in these points to have a fresh supply of their
necessities within a few hours after orders have l>een
placed. Kentucky leads the United States in this system
of operation.
[Continued on page 46]
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A ribbon of concrete in Southeastern Kentucky.
—Caufitid & Shook.
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Modern Highway Transportation
The Arteries in Which Pulsate the Life Blood of the World
By Leo G. HAUCK
In Highway Magazine
N'OOTHER movement is more closely related to
many phases of present-day civilization than that
of highway development and transportation. It
touches the life, directly and indirectly, of every man,
woman and child throughout the universe. It has many
angles—social, economic and financial.
The real movement for expansion is of comparatively
recent origin. It came with the advent of the automobile
and the motor truck. Originally the speed of the horse
was the measuring rod by which the roads of the past
were developed. Today the speed of the automobile and
the weight of the motor truck have become the gauge
on which development must proceed.
Just as the various countries were unprepared for par
ticipation in a World War, so they were unprepared for
the Aladdin-like spread of the automobile to every comer
of the world. Motor development, with its rapid strides
in the space of the past ten years, has run far ahead
of highway development, and the world is now straining
to catch up. In spite of the fact that the Romans, almost
two thousand years ago, built some roads that still exist;
that Napoleon gave not only his code but many hundreds
of kilometers of excellent roads to France, and that there
are many other scattered examples of good road building;
highway development as a science and as a fact has made
greater advances in the past thirty years or less than
in all previous history.
A
Invention has made the highways of the past as useless
to modem civilization as a coat of armor would be to the
present day soldier. Pioneer highway engineers would all
have changed their predictions with regard to the lines
of commercial and industrial development which their
respective countries would take if they could have looked
forward a few years to the invention of the steam engine,
or still further to the coming of the autcwnobile and the
motor truck, supplementing, as they do, the railway in
the commercial and social life of the world.
People everywhere have become impatient of restraint
and adventurous in spirit, and as a consequence industrial
ization and standardization have shown rapid process
throughout the world. They have their values, but they
are prison bars to one phase of the modem temperament.
The automobile has furnished the release. It has made
the individital everywhere the overlord of his own trans
port system; and today over an endless web of highways
he can go nearly everywhere at such times as he desires.
This fact is emphasized most vividly by a survey of the
world's highways recently prepared by the United States
Department of Commerce. It discloses a total of 7,805.-
629 miles of roads distributed by continents as follows;
America, 3,727,393; Europe. 2,450.439; Asia, 1,014,014;
Australia and Oceania, 350,863, and Africa, 262,920 miles.
The United States, not including Alaska and the out-
[Continued on page 47]
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Alining and Shipping Kentucky Coal
Scene in Eastern Kentucky coal field.
Si
%
Scene in Western Kentucky coal mine.
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estern Kentucky Operators Make Plea
For Rates
Appeal to Interstate Commerce Commission For Equalized Rates on Coal to Competitive
Northern Markets
By Ulric Bell
The Courier Journal Washington Bureau
^ X WASHINGTON, Oct. 20.—Members of the Inter
state Commerce Commission, hearing arguments
today in the so-called West Kentucky coal rate
case, were told that it was no wonder that conditions
"breeding anarchy" obtained in Western Kentucky when,
added to other factors of depression felt by the people of
that section, the present rate disadvantages "roused in their
breasts a deep sense of injustice."
The Western Kentucky operators are seeking lower
rates on coal from their fields to Northern markets in order
to compete more equitably with Southern Illinois and
Indiana. Their fight is in line with the general effort now
being made by Kentucky for its economic improvement
through the removal of alleged discriminatory rates on
many important commodities from Kentucky to Northern
and Western States. Attorney General Cammack, in pre
paring for a general hearing to be held before the com
mission next month, has styled it a movement "to obtain
at last an equitable freight rate structure for the State."
Rates Become Issues
In the coal rate controversy, which is held to have
elements as important to the welfare of the State as the
Lake Cargo contest affecting the East Kentucky coal fields,
J. V. Norman, Louisville, and M. B. Holifield, Assistant
Attorney General of Kentucky, made the arguments heard
by the full commission today. The State, having inter
vened on the side of the Kentucky operators, is a party to
the complaint.
Incidentally, while Kentucky is fighting rate handicaps
in both the Lake Cargo matter and the West Kentucky
case in hearings here and at Chicago, the Lake Cargo con
troversy has become a pronounced political issue in the
West Virginia Senatorial campaign. In that State, former
Senator M. M. Neely, seeking election on the Democratic
ticket, is citing Pennsylvania's dominant position in the
Washington official line-up, holding as it does two cabinet
places and the chairmanship of the Tariff Commission;
and pointing out that Pennsylvania continues to enjoy
rate advantages on Lake Cargo coal that prevent the coal
fields of West Virginia, Kentucky and other States from
coming into their own.
It was Mr. Norman who described conditions of unrest
in Western Kentucky to the commissioners today. He
made the principal presentation for West Kentucky, Mr.
Holifield offering only a brief statement telling of the
intervention of the State of Kentucky. On the other side,
time was divided among Walter McFarland, representing
the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad and other
carriers; counsel for Indiana operators, Ralph Merriam,
representing Illinois operators; A. G. Gutheim, represent
ing Michigan dock ovmers, and Charles Elmquist, for
Northwestern dock owners.
w
Norman Makes Plea
After describing the plight of the Western Kentucky
operators, and pointing out that "wiierever he turns in
examining the rate structure contradictions appear and
always to his injury," Mr. Norman asked, "can it be
wondered that there is born in his breast a bitter sense of
injustice suffered and when you add to this biting want
and poverty such as exists in Western Kentucky and a
poignant hopelessness of the future, is it surprising that
Western Kentucky has become a breeding place of
anarchy ?"
Mr. Norman told the Commissioners that Congress had
declared a policy of uniform rates on competitive traffic
and had set up elaborate machinery, including the recap-
^re clause concerning excess earnings, in order to carry
it out, and yet this policy was abandoned, as far as the
West Kentucky situation was concerned, because of al
leged difficult operating conditions, entailed largely by the
barrier of the Ohio River.
"This commission," said Mr. Newman, "has applied this
principle in the prescription of class rates throughout the
South as well as throughout the Southwest, and also in
Eastern territory. And, as stated, although the transpor
tation conditions differ widely within each of these terri
tories yet this National policy thus declared by Congress
required the prescription of uniform rates on competitive
traffic. It has also applied this principle in establishing
differentials as between the Illinois and Indiana groups in
this same coal adjustment. Why should it, in the case of
Western Kentucky alone, abandon this established Na
tional policy and begin to consider slight differences in
grades and curves?
Situation Puzzling
"We have here a situation that it is impossible to ex
plain to a citizen of Western Kentucky since every way
he turns he is confronted with apparent contradictions.
He is told that the scale of rates he pays on his merchan
dise and class traffic must be the same as is paid in the
thickly populated territory of light traffic in Mississippi
because of a national policy that requires the maintenance
of uniform rates on competitive traffic. When he turns
to his coal adjustment he finds that although he is a part
of the same coal field, his rates to the highly competitive
markets are increased because of alleged differences in
transportation conditions, while at the same time other
groups in the same field have differences in transporta
tion conditions ignored.
"He finds Illinois, crossing the Ohio River southbound,
without any addition to the rate, and is told his rate must
be higher northbound because of crossing the same river.
He finds an addition to his rate southbound of 1 cent for
each five miles, but when he goes north it is 1 cent for each
[Continued on page 47]
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A/lade In Old Kentucky
*'Armco*' Produces Nev Type Metal Base for Highways—Scenes of Recent Test
Another view of the completed 50-foot section of the metal base
highway ^ich is designed with the corrugations running parallel
to the center line of the roadway. The sheets tised in this partic
ular installation were selected because of their rust-resisting
qualities.
A side view of the transverse corrugated section of the metal
base highway recently constructed at Springfield, Illinois. This
shows the uniformity of the crown of the highway and the align
ment of the sheets.
Paie Thirly-tighl
A view showing three complete sections (approxi
mately 27 feet) of the metal base highway. These
sheets are laid witii the corrugations parallel to the
center line of the highway. In the immediate fore
ground is seen the concrete base of the adjoining
section of the highway.
A close-up of the subgrade. Two plates of experi
mental metal base highway were laid and tamped
until well supported by the subgrade, and tiien lifted
to show the conformation of ti^e soil to the corru
gated sheets. The little trench in the center of die
photograph is caused by the transferred edge of the
sheet which turns down to grip the roadway. The
shadow of the ruler hefd above the subgrade accentu
ates the hills and valleys of the conformation.
Kentucky Progress Magazine
Kentucky's Historical Trees
No. 2—A TREE THAT OWNS ITSELF
Entered in Kentucky's Forest Service Historical Tree Contest
By Town N. Hall
rr^HIS fine large tree stands at Pippapass, Knottj County, Kentucky, just two miles from the head of
Caney Creek. Its beautiful branches reach outward
and upward a distance of one hundred and forty feet;
while its trunk nwasures fourteen feet in circumference.
Around the tree, and the soil upon which it stands, is a
stone wall, which was built by the Community Center
boys. This wall was built in order
to preserve the sycamore tree for
both the present and future genera
tions.
The tree has historical significance
for two important and outstanding
reasons.
First, the tree is absolute owner
of itself. Evidence of this is shown
by the enclosed copy of the deed.
Why does this tree own itself ? In
the language of the deed are these
words: "For and in consideration of
its shade, coolness and inspiration,
and the value of ITSELF as a rest
ing place for the weary, under the
shade of the said tree ... the said
tree and the terra firma upon which
it stands are to belong to themselves
absolutely, and to each other, for all
purposes which Nature and God in
tended them . . . forever."
So far as we can ascertain only
one other tree in the United States
owns itself and the soil upon which
it stands. (Mr. Hall doubtless re
fers to such a tree that stands at
Athens, Georgia.—The Editor.)
Second, In 1918, this sycamore
tree was chosen by Mrs. Alice S. G.
Lloyd to mark the beginning of the
Caney Creek Community Center.
This institution has rapidly and
constantly grown. It has rendered
invaluable service to the youth in the Kentuck}^ mountains
with no cost whatever to them. In 1918, the only school
on the head of Caney Creek was a rural, one-teacher school
with sixty pupils. But today stands the Community
Center school which is rarely equaled in its training for
leadership, for character building, and for purpose road,
traveling toward world service.
The enrollment in this institution for 1928-1829 is as
follows: model graded school, 267; class A high school,
146; junior college. 50. But this is not the whole story.
The school on Caney Creek is only the body, while the
many affiliated schools it has established in the Kentucky
mountains are the spreading branches.
The real significance back of the tree is spiritual and
ethical. For this reason it is unusual. The scyamore
stands for beauty, truth, purity, and for the development
of untold hundreds of mountain boys and girls. Every
day it shades, graces and comforts the group of fine moun
tain girls who live in the house beneath its branches.
The Deed
THIS DEED OF CONVEYANCE, made and entered
into this 2nd day of August. 1918, by and between Alice
S. G. Lloyd, trustee of the Caney Creek Community
Center, of Knott County, and Mrs.
J. W. Elliot, of Boston, trustee for
the "FREED RUDD SYCAMORE
TREE," of Caney Creek, in Knott
County, party of the second part:
WITNESSETH: That for and
in consideration of its shade, cool-
ncss and inspiration, and value of
ITSICLF as an aesthetic as.set, the
parties of the first part hereby con
vey to tHe }>arty of the second part,
in trust for the use and benefit of
the sycamore tree, and to ITSELF
as ab.solute owner, together with the
terra firma upon which it stands and
grows, the said terra firma, the
ground uj)on which it stands, is to
beUing 10 ITSELF, and is hereby
conveye<l in the same manner as the
said tree is conveyecl, in considera
tion of the value of ITSELF, as a
resting place for the weary under
shade of said tree, and the said tree
and the said terra firma are to be
long to themselves absolutely and to
each other for all the purposes which
Nature and God intended them,
among, which, is the purpose of the
soil to nurture and feed the tree, and
that of the tree to shade, grace and
beautify the said terra firma.
The said tree and ground upon
which it stands are described as fol
lows :
One large sycamore tree, ten feet in circumference, three
feet above the ground, standing on the north bank of
Caney Creek, and branded with the letter "E," and stand
ing on the following described land, to-wit:
Beginning at a stake near the creek l>ank and running
an eastward course six feet to a stake, thcnce north six
feet to a stake, thence west six feet to a stake, thence south
six feet to the beginning. Being the same property con
veyed by Milton Owens and wife to Caney Creek Com
munity Center, by deed bearing date the 17th day of
September, 1917.
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the above described
property, with all appurtenances thereunto belonging to
the said party of the second part, in trust for the said
tree and the terra firma. forever.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the party of the first
[Continued on page 50]
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Self-Owned Tree at Pippapass, Knott County.
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The
Kentucky Culvert
Manufacturing Co.
Armco Culverts
Louisville, Kentucky
Business
Education
And
Income
On August 15, 1930, we closed our most pros
perous year. Most of our 1,500 students who
completed their courses, now have an income and
an outlook. Ask us for facts about placements
and salaries and about prospects for next year.
Now is the time to prepare for a position when
business opens. Financial depressions have never
lasted long. While young people are having dif
ficulty getting work to do, they should prepare for
the demand that is soon to come.
The Commercial Department of our institution
opens September 1; the College Department in
the field of business, September 15.
Ask for catalogs and other advertising matter
Bowling Green Business University, Inc.
BOWLING GREEN, KY. Near Mammoth Cave Natl. Park
J. L.Hamas. Prei. J. Mmrrir HUl, V. Prea. W. S.Athby, Buainm M(r
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Editorial
[Continued from page 9]
water to St. Louis, Kansas City and other important
markets on tributary streams.
"The Eastern Kentucky, V^estem Kentucky and
bouthern Indiana coal fields are nearby and cheap trans
portation of coal and petroleum from West Virginia and
Eastern Kentucky fields is provided by waterway.
"Moreover, in recent years Louisville has become an
important power-producing center. The Louisville Gas
and Electric Company associated with the famous Billesby
organization, has been developed most aggressively under
the management of Bert Wilson. The Falls of Ohio have
been skillfully harnessed to a 100,000-odd horsepower
plant, and important additions are under way at this
moment.
Near Center of Population
"Situated only eighty miles from the center of the
population of the United States, practically half of the
people in the entirecountry live within a 5,000-mile radius.
Although this area is less than one-quarter of the country,
Louisville has compiled statistics to show that within are:
Per Cent
Individual income tax returns 41
Incomes, $1,000 to $5,000 !!!!!!!!!! 42
Banks saving deposits !..!!!! 40
Postal receipts .!!!!!!! 44
Passenger autos registered 1 11 45
Families with telephones !!!!!! 44
Domestic electric customers ' *]| 42
Retail stores !!!!!' 45
Wholesale houses !!!!!'.!!!! 40
Mianufacturing establishments !!!!!!.'!! 42
Manufacturing wage earners 50
Farms 11 54
Total farm population 54
Industrial Foundation Organized
"When prohibition came more than six thousand of
Louisville's far-sighted citizens, led by the Louisville
Board of Trade, subscribed $1,100,000 to organize the
Louisville Industrial Foundation to attract and promote
industries.
"In the last dozen years more than 200 industries have
been established, many as a direct result, others as an
indirect result, of the Industrial Foundation's extremely
capably managed activities. The money is used as a re
volving fund to aid in financing new enterprises, and such
sound business judgment has been exercised that the
original fund is not only still intact, but a surplus has
been earned.
"Louisville has increased in population fully 31 per cent
in the last ten years (to 308,OCX)), an extraordinary show
ing for a city which last year celebrated its 150th birthday.
"I would suggest that other cities learn exactly how the
Louisville Industrial Foundation operates."
Nothing Can Stop Them
T TNDER ordinary conditions the amount of tourist
business during the current calendar year would
have been stupendous. As it is, and despite the
unprecedented drought and other conditions, tending to
ward economy, less travel and less expense for touring,
the increase in Kentucky for the current calendar year
will have been about normal. The official figures at hand
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show that the increase in gasoline used and the propor
tionate increase of visiting tourists from automobile travel
generally will have been about the same fifteen per cent,
registered last year.
For the first six months of 1930 there was in Kentucky
an increase of gasoline consumption amounting to ten
million gallons and producing an increase in the gasoline
tax collected of a half million dollars over and above the
same period of the last year. Even in dry June of 1930,
the consumption of gasoline was a million and a half gal
lons more than in June of 1929, whereas the record for
July, when the world including its most attractive spot
was "burning up" shows a nominal increase over July of
last year.
(Since writing the above, the Tax Department reports
finding $237,000 additional gas tax receipts for the last
five months that were overlooked in the report mentioned
above.)
Customers of Ours
{Louisville Times)
ACCORDING to The Ohio State Journal, residents of
of Ohio spend $250,000,000 annually, outside of
Ohio, on vacations. That makes Ohio a most valu
able neighbor, and prospective customer of Kentucky.
Ohio's awakening to the value of restoration of some
of the earlier aspects of the region within its boundaries
is indicated by the fact that it is fourth among the States
of this Union in the number of trees planted annually,
under supervision of the Department of Agriculture, to
restore forests, and third among the States in trees planted
privately by farmers. But C^iio recreation seekers like
Kentucky because it possesses more wilderness than Ohio.
They may be counted upon to spend a good deal of that
$250,000,000 in Kentucky's prospective national forest of
580,000 acres, in eastern counties, in Mammoth Cave Na
tional Park and at Cumberland Falls, where the Ohio
contingent has been a regular patron for many years.
The C^io Valley Regional Conference on State Parks,
which was bom at Clifty Falls State Park, near Madison,
Ind.. several years ago. planned for development of in
terest in the recreational opportunities of the Ohio Valley
States.. It should interest Kentuckians to know that Ohio
offers ^50,000,000 a year to those—outside of Ohi<
who will entertain its residents on vacation.
At Our Door
{Louisville Herald-Post)SOMETHING is happening at our very door which
bears a message of cheer not only as actual indication
that business is on its way to recovery, but that
Louisville has a better transportation system.
Consider the report of the lockmaster at United States
lock and dam No. 33 at Maysville, published in the Mays-
ville Bulletin:
DuriAg September, 1929, 202 lockages were made
while for the same month this year 273 were noted,
and 268 more boats including barges, passed through
the locks.
In September. 1929, 60 passenger boats, 100 tow-
boats, 11 government boats, 846 coal barges, 62 other
craft and 23 small craft passed through the locks, a
total of 1,102, while in September, 1930, 47 pas-
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LEXINGTON, KY.
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LEN SHOUSE.Jr.,^««j«.
300 ROOMS
300 BATHS
Absolutely Fireproof
Every Room with Bath
Circulating Ice fVater throughout
Unexcelled Service
In ike heart of the Shopping and Theatrical District
OnU. S. Hightoays Nos. 25, ^7, 60 and 68
Official A. A, A. Tourist Headquarters
Fireproof Garage Adjoining
GOES FORWARD WITH
KENTUCKY PROGRESS
abundant
reliable
power
offers invitation to Indostry In tbeae
Kentucky Townsi
Brodh«ad
Burlington
Columbia
Concord
Crab Orchard
Crittenden
Dry Ridge
Garrison
Hebron
Independence
Jamestown
Livingston
Mt. Vemon
Owenton
Owingsville
Quincy
Russell Springs
Sherman
Vanceburg
Warsaw
Walton
Williamstown
Let us give you further information
without obligation.
State Manager: G. A. Johnston,
713 Guaranty Bank Building
Lexington, Ky.
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University of
A Modern State University
Located at Lexington, Ky,
Seven Colleges
Three Experiment Stations
Extension Instruction
Extensive Laboratories and Libraries
A University founded by the
people of the State for the
education of the boys and girls,
men and women of Kentucky.
FRANK L. McVEY, President
LEXINGTON, KY.
He plans of this Company
covering expansion, im
provements and better
ments are all based upon
a firm belief in Kentucky's
future and an abiding faith that
she will take her place in the
forefront in the march of States
LEXINGTON
Telephone Company
INCORPORATED
Thomas A. Combs, President
LEXINGTON iy i!r ilr Kentucky
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senger boats, 148 towboats, 40 government boats, 872-
coal barges, 228 other barges and 55 small craft
passed through, a total of 1,370.
A year ago we were preparing to celebrate the comple
tion of the Ohio River improvements. Many speeches
were made to show what this would mean in terms of
dollars, tonnage and the quickening of traffic.
It has been a year wlien people have been talking in
terms of depression. But here comes the increase.
Magazine Comment
Through the courtesy of our President at Lexington,
Senator Thomas A. Combs, I receive each month a copy
of the Kentucky Progress Magazine, and while I am
just a bit late in expressing my thoughts on this publica
tion, I want to take this opportunity to say that I read
each issue very thoroughly and that I consider it a very
worthwhile undertaking. The Magazine is fine. Please
accept congratulations.—J(^n S. Weisz, Editor, The
Mouth-Piece, Madison, Wis.
I can not recall when I received the first copy of your
Magazine, over a year, probably two years ago. I have
intended writing you. ... I am sending my check for
two years' subscription. ... It is splendidly gotten up.
—O. F. Smith, Phoenixville, Pa.
I am working on a Kentucky History project and would
like to know what would be the price for all the back
numbers of your interesting Magazine.—Pattie Bunch,
Danville, Ky.
Your Magazine certainly is a wonder and is one of the
best mediums to educate the people of the United States
that the State of Kentucky has many beautiful spots that
are ever overlooked by the natives. . . . Your air picture
on page 27, September issue may fool some people, but
it did not fool me. It can't be other than the dear old city
of Lexington, showing the depot, post office, LaFayette
Hotel, etc. Lexington is one of the many cities in Ken
tucky that is HOME to me. My folks now are living in
Mt. Sterling, but we are originally from Owensboro.
The article about the "Wildcats" was very interestii^,
and I certainly hope that their season this year will mean
something really big.—Jo. F. Drake, Denver, Col.
Industrial Kentucky
{Middlesboro News)
The October issue of the Kentucky Progress Maga
zine which has recently been distributed is devoted largely
to the industrial life of the State. Every citizen of the
State should read and study this issue of the magazine,
because it reveals many interesting facts, not only with
reference to our present industries, but all the possibilities
of the future, and some of the obstacles which the State
faces.
One significant statement is made: "Kentucky has ad
vanced industrially but not commensurately with her re
sources and advantages."
We should know what those resources and advantages
are.
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The VeJue of a Progress Commission
[Contmued from page 13]
the loan of staff members from the Association, will be
available later on.
There will, of course, be a department of organization,
which will be constantly building and maintaining the
membership needed throughout the State to sustain the
activities and plans of the Kentucky Progress Associa
tion, which is working for all Kentucky.
Unique Piece of Legislation
As stated before, the bill creating the Kentucky Pro
gress Commission and in turn the Kentucky Progress
Association is not only a unique piece of legislation but
one of the most constructive pieces of legislation probably
in the history of Kentucky.
If any other State, and there have been several so far
•that have made the request, desires a copy of the Act to
guide them in organizing a quasi-official body such as the
•Kentucky Progress Association to devise and execute a
program of State-wide development, and you think the
plan so far as it has been carried out is worthy of being
a model for this kind of work, the Kentucky Progress
Commission, whose address as stated before is State Capi
tol, Frankfort, Kentucky, will be glad to send you a copy
of the bill, and any other information that you desire.
I will conclude by thanking our neighboring States,
which includes all of the other forty-seven, for the nice
things they have said about the Kentucky Progress Mag
azine and the efforts of the Kentucky Progress Commis
sion to put Kentucky on the map.
Transportation in Kentucky
[Conthiued from page 15]
kinsville, Lebanon, Louisville, Lexington, Hadisonville,
Marion, Mayfield, Middlesboro, Morgantown, Newport,
Owensboro, Paducah, Russellville, Springfield and Win
chester.
The article on aviation in this issue, written by A. H.
Bowman, founder of Bowman Field and a piolieer in the
development of aviation in Kentucky, tells not only of the
strides being made in air transportation in this State but
throughout the Nation.
It is significant that, as this Magazine is in preparation,
news dispatches tell of W. G. McAdoo, U. S. Director of
Railroads during the World War, making a trip across
the continent in one day by airplane. Yet. aviation is
recognized as merely expanding, not supplanting, present
great systems of transportation, as evidenced by the huge
expenditures on railroad, highway, waterway, bus and
truck systems mentioned in this Magazine.
Contract has been let by the Chesapeake & Ohio Rail
road for construction of a new 4,500-ft. long tunnel,
eighty-six feet north of and parallel to the present Alle-
ghany tunnel in Virginia. It is to contain single track
and when completed the present double track tunnel will
be relined and converted into a single track tunnel.
DEAD
ANIMALS
are the greatest possible
MENACE
to the health and welfare of yourself, your
family and your stock.
LET US REMOVE
the carrion from your premises.
LEXINGTON
BY-PRODUCTS CO.
Wolf-Wiles Bldg. Lexington, Ky.
EASTERN KENTUCKY STATE
TEACHERS COUEGE
Established 1906
Richmond, Kentucky
Dedicated to the youth of Kentucky--that scholatskip
and Uarning may enrich the CommowoeaUht .
Exceptionally strong faculty.
Beautiful fifty-acre Blue Grass campus.
Splendid buildings well equipped.
Expenses surprisingly low—$250 to $300 a year.
Eastern ranks among the leading colleges of America.
Fully accredited by Southern Association of CoIIeget
and Secondary Schools, American Association of Teach
ers CoUeges, and Kentucky Association of Colleges.
Kentuckians Are Always Welcome At Eastem-Vi^
Our Campus When Aronnd Richmond
Catalog and book of Campus Views will he sent
on request
Address: President H. L. Donovan
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Our Navigable Inland Waters
[Continued from page 17]
Louis and New Orleans, and private carriers such as the
American Barge Line have b^un to operate and the
Mississippi River Barge Line will start operations soon,
the development of such facilities in numerous instances
is undoubtedly retarded by many who hesitate to make
investments until it is somewhat clearer what the out
come of rmlroad sentiment is to be.
However, there seemingly can be no doubt that the
inland waterways of the country and especially the Ohio
are staging a comeback. Despite the fact that the lock-
and-dam system on the Ohio was not finished until last
Fall, nevertheless the traffic on the Ohio and its eighteen
navigable tributaries increased from 4,600,000 tons in
1917 to around 60,000,000 tons when the channel was
completed. This is a larger tonnage than was trans
ported on the Ohio River even in the halcyon days of
river traffic, yet it is relatively not as large a proportion
of the traffic as in the days before the railroads spread
throughout the country.
Whatever the volume of traffic on the Ohio River,
though, it must be appreciated that potentially the river
has been a strong factor in the development of the larger
Kentucky cities along its shores. Probably 90 per cent of
the industrial output of Kentucky is produced in Ohio
River cities and, with the exception of the Eastern Ken
tucky coal field cities, the largest growth in population
shown in Kentucky between 1920 and 1930 was in or
adjacent to Ohio Rjver cities such as Ashland, Covington
and Newport, Louisville and Paducah.
Whether they have any immediate plan to ship by river
or not, imany manufacturers recognize in such streams as
the Ohio a possible substitute for other means of trans
portation which might be used in emergency. And
although rail freight rates are getting more and more on
a mileage basis, and the former advantages of river cities
in rail freight rates to meet water competition are disap
pearing, these rates in the past have been a powerful
magnet to industries.
A novel possibility in the use of river harbors is sug
gested by a recent development at Louisville and Cin
cinnati. A Pittsburgh company is proposing to start
between those two cities an amphibion plane passenger
service, using the Ohio River harbors for landing pur
poses. If this experiment is successful, they are quoted
as planning extensions along the inland waterways of the
Largest Producers of
REFRACTORIES
in Kentucky
With two large plants in Kentucky and, in addition, 16
other plants throughout the country, bringing the total
daily capacity to 1,200,000 brick. General Refractories is
well equipped to meet your needs.
High temperature cements, fire clay, high alumina,
chrome and magnesite refractories—G. R. service is
complete.
GENERAL REFRACTORIES COMPANY
Main Office: 106 South I6th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Branch** /n Principal Cifiea
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country. River harbors, as a rule, are much closer to the
business centers of large cities than established airplane
landing fields and, if they could come into general use as
airports, it would mean even greater speed in air
passenger mail and express service.
In such an event, Kentucky, with several thousand miles
of waterways along her border and in her interior, might
find herself equipped with an extraordinary number of
ready-made landing fields. It is only a possibility, of
course, but stranger things have happened.
Aviations Part in Kentucky's Industry
[Continued from page 19]
At the present time 30 cities throughout the state have
either already well established airports or are perfecting
plans to have them in the near future.
We now have mail, passenger, and express service to
Cleveland which connects with the transcontinental at that
point for the east and west.
Within the next month the survey of the southwestern
route which has been authorized will be started—^this
goes through Evansville, Nashville, Memphis, Little Rock,
and Dallas—connecting at Dallas with the transcontinental
east and west.
This will open up a direct route into the southwest for
air-mail, passenger, and express service through a rich
territory tributary to Kentucky.
We also have another line across Kentucky which
originates at Chicago and goes through to Atlanta—it
crosses Kentucky from Evansville, running to Nashville
giving direct communication to the southeast.
There is already a line from St, Louis to Evansville and
It has been proposed to bring it into Louisville and with
the proposed Louisville-Indianapolis connection, Kentucky
will have air service, north, east, south, and west.
Banks, large wholesale houses in cities and merchants
in small towns are using air mail more extensively every
day. It facilitates quick movement of the merchant's
order and the parcel post provides a speedy return of the
package.
Within the next few years regularly operated passenger
and mail lines will be found all over the state.
National Progress In Aviation
The progress and importance of the development of
aviation, nationally is interestingly summed up in the
following from a recent bulletin of the United States
Department of Commerce, quoted in part:
Day after day air transportation is becoming more
firmly established in industry and commerce, and these
agencies are depending upon it to a greater extent than
IS realized. While the economics of air transportation are
yet to be adjusted, the fact remains that the air-transport
organizations, which are rendering a service clearly ad
vantageous in time over other means of travel or which
advantageously augment surface transportation, can not
help but become an indispensable factor in the general
transportation scheme of the country.
"Last year approximately 6,000 planes were produced,
of which about 650 were military, while reports for the
first SIX months of 1930 show 325 aircraft were manu
factured for civil use and 359 for military purposes.
"This reduced production by no means indicates the
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capacity of the industry at the present tinne. By bringing
back into action the qualified personnel it was forced to
release due to the decrease in business, the industry could
produce annually more than 7,000 planes without difficulty,
and this capacity could, of course, be progressively in
creased.
"At present the manufacturers are paying strict atten
tion to the needs and desires of an intelligent and dis
criminating aircraft market. They are making every effort
to design and produce aircraft which their experience and
studies have indicated are required by such a market. At
the same time they are projecting plans on new develop
ments, new designs, and new features in an effort to keep
in the van of public desire.
"While commercial type aircraft has been in existence
since the war, the greatest progress in design and con
struction has been made within the last four years. This
progress, the result of a large investment in engineering
data and experience gained in manufacturing and pro
duction, represents the very foundation from which our
future commercial aircraft must come. Obviously, in four
years, such a 'foundation could not be laid and prove
profitable. Therefore, it needs to be preserved and en
couraged if the full value of air transportation is to be
realized.
"The assistance rendered by the Federal Government
through the Department of Commerce to the development
of civil and commercial aeronautics has been substantially
responsible for the present stage of aeronautic develop
ment. In the past four years approximately $8,500,000
have been expended in constructing airways throughout
the country for the safety and reliability of air transporta
tion of all types. This represents capital investment as
distinguished from maintenance costs. The latter now
totals some $5,000,000 annually and will increase in pro
portion to the further extension of the airways system.
"The Federal airways system is being developed in ac
cordance with well-defined plans and in keeping with the
recommendations of the Inter-departmental Committee on
Civil Airways. When complet^, the system will con
template 25,000 miles of lighted airways. This Federal
assistance can be likened unto the aids to shipping which
the Government, through the Dtpartment of Commerce,
has fostered for more than 100 years.
"Approximately 15,000 miles of the airways now are
equipped for night flying. In the past 18 months the
aeronautics branch of the Department of Commerce
lighted 4,465 miles of airways, established and lighted 95
intermediate landing fields, and installed and operated 433
revolving beacons and 68 flashing beacon lights for the
guidance of airmen after dark. Fifty-five hundred miles
of airways were equipped with automatic telegraph-type
writer circuits, which collect and disseminate weather in
formation at various points along the airways; 33 radio
broadcasting stations, which broadcast hourly weather re
ports to planes in flight, were established; and nine radio
range beacons, which direct the pilots along their courses,
were placed in operation.
"During the current fiscal year, 3,000 miles of additional
airways will be lighted; 33 radio range beacon stations
will be established; 2,800 miles of automatic telegraph-
typewriter circuits will be placed in operation, and 20
radio-communication stations will be installed. Upon the
completion of these 20 additional radio-communication
stations, there will scarcely be a square mile of area in the
United States where flying is a regular activity, in which
a pilot can not receive broadcasts of weather infomuition
while in flight.
"The present importance of air transportation is made
apparent by the fact that 100,000 miles of scheduled
service are being flown in the United States every 24
hours. And this does not include the millions of miles
flown annually by aircraft engaged in miscellaneous opera
tions such as aerial sight-seeing, student instruction, in
dustrial operations, etc. Nor does it include the 18,000
daily scheduled miles which American air-transport or
ganizations accomplish between the United States, Canada,
Mexico, the West Indies, and Central and South America.
"Approximately 150,000 passengers were carried on the
scheduled air-transport lines in 1929, and in the light of
present indications, this total will increase to at least
200,000 for the calendar year 1930.
"Considered in the light of recorded developments dur
ing the past few years, the possibilities offered by a com
prehensive and economically sound air-transport system
are indeed far-reaching. They do not confine themselves
to operations within the United States and contiguous
countries, but can eventually be extended in such a way
as to affect favorably our industrial and commercial re
lations with practically every country in the world.
Bus Network A Vital Part in Commer
cial and Tourists Development of
Kentucky
[Contmued from page 21]
their homes along the highways and in the smaller com
munities and return at night. Motor coach service has
encouraged the development of rural home life and the
preservation of the pretty country homes and estates for
which Kentucky is nationally known.
In addition, motor coach service is opening up new
trading areas for sections of Kentucky that were hereto
fore more or less isolated. Mountains, rivers and distance
are no longer barriers, cutting off approach. The nominal
cost and smooth celerity of this service enables residents
of the outlying communities and suburbs to make the most
advantageous trades possible. We now think nothing of
a trip half way across the State to buy or sell our products.
Kentucky is particularly fortunate to enjoy the service
of 203 efficient, well-organized motor coach lines, one of
which, the Consolidated Coach Corporation of Lexington,
is one of the major operations in the country. These lines
operate a fleet of 497 buses, serving practically every com
munity in the State. Convenient, down-town terminals,
adequately equipped with all modern conveniences for the
accommodation of patrons, are maintained at all principal
points. At frequent intervals along their routes are at
tractive;, up-to-date "half way houses," provided with
restaurant facilities and rest rooms where passengers are
allowed a short time for recreation and refreshments.
Coach operators are carefully trained in the principles of
courtesy, eflkiency and the maintenance of their equip
ment. Large, comfortable coaches, fitted with every travel
convenience, including high-back, reclining chairs, ice
water coolers and interior luggage compartments, add
materially to the ease and pleasure of an extended trip by
bus.
The motor coach industry is a distinct asset to Ken
tucky, not only because of the service rendered, but as a
stable, progressive, substantial business, paying approxi-
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mately $150,CXX) annually in taxes (exclusive of gasoline
tax) to the State of Kentucky, which sum is used in the
maintenance and improvement of highways, probably the
most important phase of advancement.
Investigation reveals that the Consolidated Coach Cor
poration, the major motor coach operation in the State,
purchases approximately 1,053,000 gallons of gasoline in
Kentucky each year on which the State receives a five
cent tax which amounts to $52,650 yearly.
Building A Railroad
[Continued front page 25]
in the tunnel line on the surface. No excuse could have
been accepted for either line or grade failing to come to
gether and, when the excavations being made from these
several points met, the alignment and grades checked
exactly, distance was three inches oi¥.
This line is being constructed high up on the mountain
side and sometimes from an open cut fifty feet deep it
will jump immediately across a ravine seventy feet deep
or out of a tunnel directly across a stream ninety feet be
low grade which requires the construction of high and
costly temporary trestles before the material cxcavated
from the cuts can be placed in the fills where it belongs.
All of this detail, and more, is necessary before the
roadbed is ready for track. An idea of the track construc
tion can be gotten from the fact that it will require two
hundred men to lay and surface it ready for operation in
one hundred days' time, and will itself require the purchase
and handling of 1,050 carloads of rail, ties, ballast and
track fastenings.
Thirty years ago the construction of such a line as this
would have been a very heavy undertaking. Yet, today,
it is quite fairly representative of the many hundreds of
miles of railroads that extend through the mountains of
the eastern and western sections of the United States.
To a little less extent it is representative of the thousands
of miles crossing our central plains in every direction.
These lines of railroad constructed with such an im
mensity of detail in labor, patience and skill, have been
responsible more than anything else for the progress and
development of our civilization. They have made it pos
sible for you to enjoy the comforts and luxuries of your
home. They distribute to you the products of every
country and put on your table the fruits of every clime.
For all to see, they liave unwrapped the wondrous
beauties of nature that, yesterday, lay hidden in the haze
behind yonder mountain.
Reduced Coal Rate Sought
Cut of 23 Cents a Ton from Harlan Field to Carolinas Is
asked of I. C. C.
Washington, Sept., 22. (AP)—A full representation
of the coal operators and railroads of the southeastern
territory was enlisted before an Interstate Commerce Com
mission hearing today when the proposal of the Louis
ville & Nashville Railroad to cut coal rates from Kentucky
into Carolina territory was taken up. Proceedings prom
ised to consume several days before all parties to the con
test are heard.
Most of the evidence introduced today came in behalf
of the Louisville & Nashville, and was in documentary
form, though counsel for Virginia and West Virginia mine
owners and for the Southern System persistently objected.
The proposal outlined by that carrier was to reduce coal
rates to the Carolinas by 23 cents per ton from the Harlan
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field in Kentucky on the ground that its ownership of the
Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio and the establishment by De
cember of a rail fConnection between the Harlan field and
the Clinchfield would justify the lowered charge.
It was estimated that the annual coal supply going to
the Carolina consimiing points was about 6,000,000 tons,
nearly all originating in the Virginia and West Virginia
operations, which might be transferred in whole or in part
to the Kentucky operations by the rate schedule.
The Louisville & Nashville's project was fully outlined,
though the objections repeatedly challenged estimates of
operation costs that would be encountered on the new
Clinchfield connection which opposing attorneys repeatedly
charged had not been proved.
Some of the data offered was ruled out after the debates,
but most of the railroad material was accepted and will be
further explained by witnesses in succeeding sessions.
The rate in question is not now in force, having been sus
pected by the commission to await the outcome of the
present investigation.
Motor Trucks in Kentucky Keeping
Step With Commerical 6ind Industrial
Growth
[Contmued from page 33]
Truck lines in Kentucky have had an opportunity to
advance unhampered by regulations and restrictions from
state laws, this making an opportunity for the widest pos
sible use of the motor truck. This is evidenced by the
fact that today Kentucky is considered from a transporta
tion standpoint betler served than almost any state in
the Union. I make this broad statement because my posi
tion as chairman of Truck Association Executives of
America, which puts me in contact with motor truck
transportation in every state, has given me an opportunity
to compare facts and figures, and truck operators from
many states have visited Louisville to leam our methods
of distribution by motor truck. In fact it is interesting
to know that the mid-western section of the United States
leads in the use of motor truck equipment, especially
serving agriculural sections.,
A fact deserving a business n-ian's careful study today,
is the necessity of improving and economizing in trans
portation metho<ls. This is just as important as the study
of economy in manufacturing methods. No less an au
thority than Mr. Charles Schwab of the Bethlehem Steel
Corporation referred to this fact in one of his principal
addresses last winter. Mr. Schwab questioned whether
our business brains were paying as much attention to im
proving distribution methods as has been applied to man
ufacturing methods. No medium offers the possibilities
of improving transportation methods as does the motor
truck.
A new pavement on the road between Indianapolis and
Vincennes, which played so important a part in the early
history of Indiana, was opened to traffic during August.
« « « * *
Over one hundred road building projects involving the
expenditure of more than $6,000,000 are under way in
Colorado. The projects, part of the largest road building
program ever outlined in that State, are being pushed by
highway officials to relieve unemployment.
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Modem Highway Transportation
[Continued from page 35]
lying possessions, has the greatest actual mileage of high
ways, with 3,016,281, or 38.7 per cent of the -world total.
Russia ranks second with 776,712 miles and is followed
by Japan with 573,325 miles; France, 405,028 miles; Can
ada, 381,977 miles; Australia, 300,000 milesi; India, 283,-
506 miles; Germany, 216,672 miles; United Kingdom,
179,095 miles, and Poland, 139,631 miles.
The fairest basis on which to compare highway mileage
seems to be the proportion of road mileage to area. One
country large in area may have a greater road mileage
than a smaller country and yet be less adequately provided
with roads it needs. Considering the area and total mile-
age, Japan leads the world with 3 miles of road to the
square mile, followed by Luxemburg with 2.6; North
ern Ireland, 2.5; United Kingdom, 2; Denmark, 1.9;
France, 1.89; Irish Free State, 1.75; Belgium, 1.43; Li
thuania, 1.28; Germany, 1.19; Netherlands, 1.18; Hun
gary, 1.05; and the United States in twelfth place with 1
mile of road to the square mile of area.
As the population of the world continues to grow
in number and as further developments of industry results
in increased production, the demand for more roads is
certain to increase still further. It is up to the individual
countries to meet that increase. During the past few years
individual eflfort nearly everywhere has kept pace with
the increased demand for additional highways; yet there
capabilities have scarcely been tried.
It is only necessary to take a view of the tribes and
peoples now living in various parts of the earth to get the
effect of this vast development on civilization. As the
ancients believed the roads lead to a liberal education, so
the governments of this great world of ours have rested
conclusively in their upward progress, upon the slender
path of the aborigine, swelled to the well defined trail of
the caravan, broadened into the cart and wagon road, all
to be supplanted by a vast network of macadam, concrete,
and brick. What will follow it? Time alone can tell.
Western Kentucky Operators Make
Plea For Rates
[Continued from page 37]
mile. Wherever he turns these contradictions appear and
always to his injury."
Opposing counsel argued mainly that a lesser density
of traffic in the area justified a "'constructive mileage"
basis and that adverse operating conditions supported the
higher rates.
Explaining the development of the case, Mr. Norman
pointed out that Western Kentucky had practically no
rates to points north of the Ohio prior to 1918, in which
year as a result of complaint filed by the West Kentucky
operators, the Interstate Commerce Commission estab
lished through joint rates to Chicago and other points in
Illinois, as well as to points in Michigan, Minnesota, Wis
consin North and South Dakota and Iowa, on the basis
of 25 cents a ton above the rates from Southern Illinois.
Old Rates Gave Chance
Under these rates, Western Kentucky o^rators assert
they were able to make some headway imtil 1927, when,
in the so-called Illinois-Indiana coal cases, the commission
ordered the rates from Western Kentucky increased 10
cents a ton and the differential fixed at 35 cents a ton.
This last order was made when Illinois and Indiana
were operating under the Jacksonville wage scale and
social and economic conditions in those fields were almost
as bad as they are now in Western Kentucky.
After the commission decision increasing the rates and
differentials from Western Kentucky, the Illinois State
Commission reduced certain rates in Illinois, which re
sults in a present differential to Illinois points of 40 cents
to Chicago and as high as 59 cents to other points, such
as Peoria. In addition to this change in rates there was a
change in the wage scale in Illinois and Indiana, brought
about by a reduction which is said to amount to about 20
cents a ton on the cost of production. Under these con
ditions Western Kentucky has been unable to compete
except at crushing losses, it is contended.
The average distance from Western Kentucky to Chi
cago is only thirty-five miles greater than from Southern
Illinois to Chicago, but in the last case the commission
found that the railroad operating conditions in Western
Kentucky are more adverse than in Illinois and Indiana
and add a "constructive mileage" to Western Kentucky's
distance so as to justify the 35-cent differential. In this
case. Western Kentucky insists that there is no such dif
ference in operating conditions as to justify the adding
of a constructive mileage; and that there is as much dif
ference in operating conditions between various Illinois
and Indiana groups as between Kentucky and Southern
Illinois and no constructive mileages are there added.
Held Contrary To Policy
It contends further that to add constructive mileages
in a group adjustment such as exists here, is contrary
to the national policy as declared by Congress in the
Transportation Act.
Western Kentucky is served only by the Illinois Central
and L. & N. The Illinois Central takes a neutral position
while the L. & N. takes the position that the former
differential of 25 cents should be restored. West Ken
tucky is asking that it be given the same rate as Southern
Illinois.
The case is being bitterly fought, however, by certain
Northern railroads, whidi want to keep the West Ken
tucky traffic out of the market so as to hold the traffic
to mines on their road. The leader of these is the Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy Railroad. It is being even more
bitterly fought by the Illinois Coal Traffic Bureau and
the Coal Trade Association of Indiana.—Courier-Journal.
A survey of the origin and destination of heavy traffic
was made recently in San Francisco for the purpose of
working out new routings for trucks plying between the
city's water front and its seventy-five commercial and in
dustrial areas.
Introduction recently of London's first traffic light at
Ludgate Circus and Fleet Street caused the worst trafficjanvevery known at that intersection when thousands of
people jammed the streets and were crowded into the
roadway to view the apparatus.
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Pennsylvania Railroad patriotic poster No. 2.
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Kentucky, Historic Idyl
Noted Artist Selects Kentucky For Pennsylvania R. R. Art Poster
^I^HE picture on the opposite page is from the second
I of a series of Pennsylvania Railroad patriotic
posters executed by N. C. Wyeth, widely known
American artist of Chadds Ford, Pa. It is based on the
legends of "Old Kaintuck" before the days of the Rev
olutionary War and is titled "In Old Kentucky."
In selecting the historic hills of old Kentucky and the
pioneer figure of Daniel Boone for his second historical
painting, Mr. Wyeth declared that no period in the early
history of the United States offered a more fascinating
nor impressive picture than those colorful years just
prior to the Revolution when the western frontier was
being pushed back from the eastern seaboard toward the
Mississippi River.
Commissioned by the Pennsylvania Railroad to paint a
series of historical scenes, Mr. Wyeth selected Daniel
Boone as typical of that vanguard of intrepid hunters,
trappers and Indian fighters who penetrated the track
less forests of the Appalachians and blazed a new trail
into the heart of the wilderness.
Those pioneers were mostly from Virginia, the Caro-
linas and Georgia, said Mr. Wyeth. They had little ap
titude for the quiet life of the farmer and were at heart
hunters and trail blazers, ever restless and yearning for
more remote and wilder regions to explore and to conquer.
As the name of Daniel Boone has become the heroic
symbol of that time and type, likewise the name Kentucky
stands for that magnificent territory of the central Appa
?•••
..... .
lachians—that gorgeous labyrinth of serried blue ridges
with their gleaming streams between that twist and turn
in the smother of luxuriant foliage.
Qad in fringed buckskin, shod with soft and noiseless
moccasins, a fur pelt of coonskin, possum, fox or beaver
for a head covering; armed with a long flint-lock rifle,
tomahawk and a shining knife at belt, these steel-muscled
and sun-tanned men matched wits and skill with the wily
Creek and Cherokee Indians from ttie south, and the
even more treacherous Iroquois from the north.
It was in the autumn of 1767 that Daniel Boone was
irresistibly drawn to cross the Blue Ridge from Yadkin,
N. C, to penetrate the fastnesses of the tumbling moun
tains beyond. One can vividly dream of that skin-clad
figure passing silently into these venerable aisles between
towering oaks, elms, sugar trees, blue ash, honey-locust,
walnuts, hickories and tulip-poplars.
He vanishes-into miles of the deep green gloom of un
broken shade; the forest floor is soft, clean and level.
Suddenly, there opens to the sky a brilliant shining park
of rock soil. Low scrub of oak and laurels ring it round.
From the thicket the hunter gazed upon a vast valley and
a sea of hills tinged with gold and red from the early
frosts. A white-tailed deer flashes into view. A "Hfle
shot shatters the still air! Such is the picture of the
pinoeer backwoodsmen of Kentucky and the background
of the Pennsylvania Railroad's latest patriotic poster.
Part of Terminal Equipment, K. & I. Terminal R. R. Company
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Kentucky's Historical Trees
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part has hereunto subscribed her name, the day and date
aforesaid.
ALICE S. G. LLOYD.
STATE OF KENTUCKY )
KNOTT COUNTY )
I, CURTIS PIGMON, Clerk of the County Court in
and for the county and state aforesaid, certify that the
foregoing deed from Alice S. G. Lloyd, Trustee, to Mrs.
J. W. Elliot, Trustee, was this day produced to me by the
said Alice S. G. Lloyd, Trustee, and was by her duly
acknowledged before me in my said County, to be her act
and deed.
Given under my hand, this the 20th day of May, 1918.
Curtis Pigmon, Clerk
By John Caudill, D. C.
STATE OF KENTUCKY )
KNOTT COUNTY }
I, CURTIS PIGMON, Clerk of the County Court in
and for the county and state aforesaid, certify that the
foregoing deed from Alice S. G. Lloyd, Trustee, to Mrs.
J. W. Elliot, Trustee, was lodged in my office for record
on the 30th day of August, 1918, whereupon, the same
together with this and the foregoing certificate, have been
duly recorded in my said office.
Curtis Pigmon, Qerk
NUGENT
SAND COMPANY
LOUISVILLE KENTUCKY
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Woodford County Views In October Progress
Magazine
Four Woodford County pictures appear in Kentucky
Progress Magazine for October in an attractive two-page
illustration feature, headed "One-Day Tour With the
Cameraman." The pictures are of "Buckpond," the old
Marshall home; Gen. Marquis Calmes' tomb and hemp
and tobacco fields on the farm of Hardin and William
Field, near Versailles.
The October magazine is mainly an industrial number,
finely illustrated.
One of its principal articles, however, points out that
Kentucky not only offers opportunities for manufacturing
industry, but is an ideal place to live—a healthful year-
round recreation land.
State highway improvements last year exceeded the ac
complishments of the previous twelve months by more
than eleven per cent. The total of 314,136 miles in the
state systems represents an increase of 7,694 miles over
the 1928 figure.
Samuel Eckels, chief engineer of the state highway de
partment and president of the American Association of
State Highway Officials, recently appointed a committee
of highway officials from eight states to study toll bridges
for testimony before a Congressional committee.
Twenty-five Years of Industrial
Growth In Kentucky
[Continued from page 29]
the State's development and thus had an initial advantage
over possible competitors in other parts of the State. This
explanation, though doubtless useful in a limited way, is
inadequate since it tells little or nothing concerning numer
ous new developments during the past half century. More
over, it may be suggested that on numerous other navigable
streams of the State, notably the Tennessee, there has been
no such industrial growth, thus impressing the inadequacy
of such an explanation.
The second possible reason, which is doubtless the one
of major significance, is the freight-rate structure of the
two areas. The general level of rates on most manu
factured commodities and many raw materials is distinctly
lower in the states just north of the Ohio River than in
the interior of Kentucky. But the cities in this State lying
along the Ohio River, in large part, enjoy the same rate
level as the states to the north, so far as traffic between
them and points north and east is concerned. Thus, in oqe
of the major concerns of a manufacturing business, getting
goods to market, the cost is so much less for a city along
the Ohio that a town situated in the interior of the State is
at so great a competitive disadvantage that it simply must
stay out of the business. It is true that on some particular
commodities, comparatively favorable rates are available
to factories located in the interior of Kentucky, and it is
equally true that in these particular cases, for example
canned goods, certain parts of the interior have shown
considerable recent development. Generally, it may be
said that the freight-rate structure available for an indus
trial enterprise, often decisive, is in almost all cases of
large significance.
A Bigger Return
On Your Metal
Investment
Perhaps you have thought early rust>failures a "necessary
evil" in your sheet and plate equipment . .. or, that frequent
repairs and replacements were inevitable.
If so, you'll welcome the long, trouble-free service that goes
with Armco INGOT IRON. Here is the time-proved iron, with
the longest record of actual service of any low cost, rust-re
sisting sheets or plates.
Roofing and siding, stacks, breeching, mine cars, ventilators,
heating and ventilating ducts—these are but a few of the many
places where Armco INGOT IRON provides long economical
service.
Try it, the next time you need sheet or plate equipment.
Down deep in the heart of a great mine, where cor
rosion runs rampant. Armco IN'GOT IRON mine
cars returned 46% longer service than car# of ordi
nary steel. This represents a substantial saving for
the owners.
-<
TUNE IN on the /amout Armco Concert'
Band every Thursday Night from WLW-
700 K-Cincinnali-9:l>0 to 9:30P.M. £.5.7".,
AMERICAN ROLLING MILL CO.
Pi \ / ^ ASHLAND, KENTUCKY
Offices in Principal Cities of the World
FACTORY SITES
A new industrial territory has been opened, consisting
of approximately 2,000 acres, available for factory sites,
in the Southwestern section of the City of Louisville, by
the construction of a double-track industrial belt line by
the Kentucky & Indiana Terminal Railroad Co.
This industrial development is considered by many
the best in the South. The land adjacent to this belt
hne is almost flat in surface and has perfect natural
drainage. City water, gas and electricity are available
the entire length of this new line.
For information^ address
W. S. CAMPBELL, Manager and Chief Engineer
KENTUCKY & INDIANA TERMINAL RAILROAD CO.
Telephone Shawnee 5860 LOUISVILLE KY 2910 High Street
c tnucit?_ i-|lMI'A\y ^ ...
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<?lie Electrification of Kentucliy
M O.
The extension oFwidespread transmission sysisms— replacing inadequate isolated plants «r bringing
power where none hod been before—is working profound changes In the small town ond countryside.
THREADING its way throush forests,
valleys, Farm lands, and spanning moun
tains and streams, a great electric system
serves Kentucky.
Spreading in a vast network over the
state, more than 2,000 miles oF transmission
lines carry power produced by Kentucky
Utilities Company and associated companies
to factories, mines, mills and other industrial
plants, and bring electric service to more
than 300 communities and thousands oF farm
homes within the borders of the state.
We have a direct interest in community
development. Our growth and progress
depend upon the growth and industrial
progress of those we serve.
An electrified business is an efficient
business, reducing its costs, increasing its
market—a guarantee against unemployment.
It is not a cure-all, but it is a step in
the right direction.
Now Is just the time to write our engineering, eommerclol and industrial experts regarding the potSlbMl-
ties of Kentucky industrially. They will be glad lo assist you. without obligation. In any way possible.
Kentuckij Utilities
dsaxinc, inc., lodisvilli
